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PREFACE

In October 1979; a representative sample of public school students

participated in an assessment to determine how Delaware compared to the

nation in student writing (composition),skills. This docuilent was

prepared to help teachers and administrators better, understand the test

data and to provide some suggestions for improving the quality of

student writing.

Appreciation is extended to Mrs. Carolyn Huff of the Delaware

Department of'Public Instruction's Information Search and Retrieval Unit

Om locating some of the information presented in this guide. Thanks

are also extended.to Dr. Gary Houpt, State Supervisor of English Language

Arts; Instruction Division: for reviewing and selecting the suggested

classroom activities and for develOping portions Of this guide. Gratitude

is expressed to.Dr. Janet Wall, State Specialist, Educational Aisessment,

Planning, Research, and 5valuation Division,Tor coordinating the

testing program for w riting and preparing portions of this guide; and to,

Dr. Alice Valdes, Supervisor of Raanding, Planning, Research, and

lu;tiva.A Division, forrWewing and writing sections of the guide..

Comments from teachers on the usefulness of the Writing Resource

Guide would be most appreciated.

f

Sidney B. Collison, State Directoi
Instruction Division

Wilmer E. Wise, State Director
Planning, Research, and Evqluation
Division.
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INTRODUCTION

/-

In early 975, the DelaWare Department of Public Instruction

published i listing of statewide objectives for student accomplishment

in the basic skill areas. Objectives for writing included handwriting,
ti

mechanics, language use, and composition. 4

Information on student performance in many objectives is available

from the regular statassessment program. To provide performance

information on some of-the other aspects of mechanics, language, and
-

composition, a representative sample of'grade eight studentS in

Delaware partitipated in a pilot testing program which was designed to

determine how students perform when asked to compose essays rather

than complete multiple-choice questions on language mechanics and

expression.

One goal of the assessmeqt was to make comparisons between

performance by Delaware students and a national 'comparison group. The
. ,

assessment was also intended toyrovide information of benefit to

classroom teachers and administrators. It was felt that since this

assessment might be relatively new to most Delaware educators; it would

be useful to share a detained description of what was done and/roviqe

guidance on how educators might evaluate student writing and help

student's impeove their writing'skills.

This publication, entitled Writing Resource Guide, has been produced

in three sections.

Section'n Describes the state.writing_ assessment and
provides suggestions.fgr adapting the
procedures used for the classroom.

1



Section-IL:--`tivis some sugges ed teaching/learning
w activities that mi ht be employed.in' the
classroom to helif students in writing.

Identifies some additional resources
re:lated to teaching writing and evaluating
stodent writing..

For- conven.rince, thy, guide has been prepared i'n a special binding so

that it may be sUpPlemented in the fture.

f



SECTION I
WRITING ASSESSMENT
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The-SamPl-e.

Since analyzing the writing samples ot many students was knlikwn to

t

STATE WRITING ASSESSMENT
-;

be a monumental and expensive task; a sample of students' Was drawn for

participation in the writing assessment program. Using random sampling

procedures, approximately 1,200 names were drawn from Delaware school

districts. Numbers of students within school districts were chosen in

proportion to that district's grade eight)-13 year-old enrollment to'the

total state grade eight--13 year-o1- enrollment: ThaS.-; if grade eight

students in Districi X represented ten percert of the state's total grade

eight.enrollment, then ten percent 'of the sample was made up of students

from that district. In actuality, students from every schoo] having A

grade eight population participated in the assessment.

PrincipalS of schoolS wereiSnt-ihe list.Of students drawn from their

school. The lis1s were reviewed and names were deleted if

a. Students were no longef in that sdhool.

b. Students were hot in,the eighth grade.

c. Students were not 13 years old.

d. tudents were non-English speaking.

Students were classifi'ed as educable 'mentally retarded.

f. Stu4ents had a teMpdrary or permanent disability which
prevented them from writings

Where more than 20 percent of the students in z school district were

deleted, additionpl names were drawn.



It is imperative for the reader to kee in mind when analyzing the

results of this testing program that student were selected to be

representative of,the entire state, not of individual districts or

schools. Therefore, judgments made abo4 Delaware's overall performance
/

in comparison to that of the.,nati-on. may not easily be made about the

performance of either districtt' or schools. Educators at the school

district level can, however, review the list of their students to see

how representative these students are.df the tChOolidistrict., If the

students are, as a WWole; Wical of the entire student group, tfien some

comparisont may be justified:

The Test

Since a major durpose of the writing assessment was to make.

comparisons about DelaWare versus national performance, it was necessary

to iodate test items with national norms. At the-time of the assessment,

only one source-=National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)--had

items that both required student to write and for which normative

infdrmation was available.

Released items from NAEP were reviewed for currency of norms,

appropriateness of stimulus material, aqd type of storing used. Two

essay items and three'multiple-choice items were,selected. Eight:other

multiple choice items designed by the Delawire Department of Public

InstruCtion were used to gather information about students. All eleven

i multiple choice items were, structured to aid in the interpretation or

explapatien of student performance on the two items assessing student

p

composition skills. The entire test is included in Appendix A.

'd



Test Administration
4

All test item, wertHpompiled in one test booklet and -were

administered to students in a single hour se4sion during the week of

October 8-12, 1979. Each item and possible alternatives were read to

the students so that student reading ability would not be a factor ip

student welting performance.

Completed test booklets were returned to Westinghouse DataScore

Systems, the same contractor that scored the NAEP tests. During the

month of November, a team of Iowa language arts teachers trained in the

technique of trait scoring reviewed and scored each Raper produced by

_Delaware students. Each essay was read and categorized into one of

four categories by two readers. When a discrepancy between the category'

assignments of two reader's occurred, a third reader resolved the

discrepancy.

Scoring

There are many aspects of writing and a variety of methods can be

used to score writing simples. What is important is that the items

assessed and the scoring procedures' used are appropriate to the measure-

ment of goals. For the state assessment, holistiC scoring, which

results priMarily in a ranking of papers, was: rejected in favor of

primary trait scoring..
A,

Both essays in the Delaware Writing Assessment were scared .using
o.

the primary trait method 9f scoring. In addition, One ofthe essays was

scored fOr secondary traits and the other for writing mechanics. The

scoring guidei used were developed and used by the National Assessment

12





onlete seoring, guides are

Prim ry Trait Scoring - The rationale underlying primaq trait

.'9's bring is that Writing is done to communicate with an audience and

in

best jud-etir in oiiew of its effects upon that audience.. The apOrdh used

by a writer to reach and affect an audience is most importarrtthe primary

'trait of a pieCtof writingf, PartiCular writing tasks require particular
,

characteristictand no others if they are to be Successful. For examt3le,

must present information in a logical

are to follow the directions. The

directions-wild be an unambiguous,

the writer ofa set of directions

and unambiguous manner 'if readers

airnary trait of'a written set of

seqdential and logical"progression of -instructions. Successful papers

Auld have that trait; unsuccessful papers would not, regardless of how

_

clever wellwritten they may be in other respects. The primarty trait

scoking system essentially indidates whether or not a giMple of writing

contains the traits it must have in order to accomplish its-1)Cirpose.

,,,Priniary trait scoring is, essentially evaluative-in nature.

`Secandart' Trait. Scar-iris- - For the purpose of assessing writing

abilities:scoring guides maYbe designed to gather information about

aspects Of an essay other than.its prfMaryratt. A secondary\ trait

identifies.particglar characteristics of writing that complement a primary

trait in its task-oriented'structure. Secondary traits highlight some of

the strategies used in writing which may greatly tnfluence the success.of

the writer's response.

Mechanics Scoring - The approach usedin scoring mechanics was

essentially deseriptivetrather, than eyaluative. Readers coded each

1-6
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paragraph and sentence by type (simple sentence, complex sentence with

phrase, fragment, etc.) and coded each mechanical error tdentified

(comma used when none required, misspelling, sentence fragment, etc.).

Items-and--$coringCategbri(te

Two essay iteAt were included in the'writing assessment. One
,

essay assessed student ability to do EXPRESSIVE writing; the second

essay assessed PERSUASIVE writing. Each of the two items is presented

in this section. The aspects assessed for each item are listed

immediately following the item. Scoring categories and criteria are

shoWn in the scoring guides in Appendix B.

readerrIthould bear in mind that teichkrs of language arts

commonlyrrecognizZ!four distinct,types of writing.' They are persuasive,

expository, deicriptive; and narrative. Expressive writing,is not

commonly recognized as a separate type of writing but may well be

embodied in each of the four types of writing specified above.

f
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TEST ITEM #1

TYPE OF WRITING: EXPRESSIVE WRITING

OBJECTIVE: DeMonstrate ability in writing to reveal personal
feelings and ideas through conventional discourse.

Children On Overturned BoatITEM:.

STIMULUS MATERIAL:

k

1171.11:

4_%

Look carefully at the picture.

-
..01111

roolla admit

Ala

0

8r AL-

There kidskid* are having fun jumping on the overturned boat, Imagine you are

one of the children in the pictitte. Or if you wish, imagine that you are some-

one standing nearby watching the children. Tell what is going on as be or she

would tell it. Write as if you were telling this to a good'friencli in a way that

express-es strong feelings; Help your friend FEEL the experience too. Space

is provided on the next three pages.

1-8
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SCORING:

PRIMARY TRAIT:

Each student writing sample for the.itemovas 401ed
for primary trait` and secondary traits.

t

Entry into world of the picture.

The essays prepared in response to this item were
assigned to one of the four categories. A "1"
indicated ahsence_of the primary'trait, a "2"
indicated marginal presence of the primary trait,
"3" indicated acceptable presence of the primary .

trait, and "4" indicated excellence.

SECONDARY TRAITS: The essays prepared in response to this item were
also scored for the. presence or absence of five
secondary traits: fantasy% insights, use of dialogue,
point of view, 4nd tense.

4

1-9
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TEST ITEM #2

, TYPE OF WRITING: PERSUASIVE WRITING'

OBJECTIVE: Demonstrates ability to write in respohse to a wide
range of societal demands and obligations.%Ability
is defined to include corrections innsage, 'punctuation,
spelling, and form or converition as appropriate to
particular writing tasks, e.g., manuscripts, letters.

ITEM: Letter to principal

STIMULUS MATEF Imagine that your principal asked for suggestions
about how to make things better in your school. Write
a'letter to your principal telling him just ONE thing
you think should be changed, how to bring about the
change, and how the school will be improved by it.
Space is provided below and on the next three pages.
Sign your letter "Chris Johnson."

Mark Hopkins, Principal
Martin Intermediate School
Lodeni Ohio 99999

f

333 West Street
4*k Lodeni Ohio 99999

September 5, 1979

SCORING: Student writing samples on this item were scored for
primary trait and mechanics.

PRIMARY TRAIT.:

CATEGORIES:
r

MECHANICS:.

Defining and defending. a change. Persuasion through
the invention of-issues, arguments and evidence
appropriate to the defense of a proposition.

The essays prepared in response to this item were
assigned to one of four categories. A "1" indicated
absence of the primary trait, "2" indicated minimal
presence of the primary trait, "3" indicated
acceptable presence, and "4" indicated excellence.

The mechanical aspects scored were: paragraphs,
sentences, punctuation, agreement, awkwardness,
spelling, word choice, and.capitalization.



.WRITING ASSESSMENT IN THE ZLASSIp9M

The testing and scoring procedures used in the state as s'sant

were necessarily complex, time consuming; and limited to two types of

writing. This section of the guide will provide a simplified and

generalized version of"the procedures for use by classroom teachers.

Specifically, this section will provide: (1) a brief introduction to

commonly used systems for coring writing samples; (2) suggestions for

the application of the scori g procedure used in the state assessment

to other types of writing; and\(3) a simpitified version of the mechanics

scoring guide used in the state assessment.

,04)Scoring_Systems for Writing

At present there are three scoring systems for writing that are
A

prevalent nationally: the analytical scoring system, the holistic

scoring system, and the trait scoring system. Each"has its own set of

advantages and disadvantages. This guide suggests that certain.apects

of analytical scoring together with trait scoring have potential for

improving student Oriting.

Analytical Scoring_ - Analytical,scoring requires that the scorer

isolate one or more particular aspects of the writing sample th4t will

be s,cored. To check for grammatical errors or spelling errors is to

apply analytiCal scoring. The mechanics scoring gUide is an excellent

example.of this type of scoring; This type of scoring is primarily

descriptive unless specific criteria are established regarding accept=

ability.



Holistic Scoring In holistic scoring, no well-defined set-of,
I.

criteria are used. Instead, a, rea eri,reads for the overall effect of the

writing $ample. 'Papers generhlly ire comparedto each other rather than

to an "ide a? 1" paper. This results in a ranking of papers from best to

worst: Such a ranking tells little about theWritiing samples other than

the factPthatsome are better than others. -It is important tonote that

criteria for "acceptability" could be established in this type of scoring

and papers judged to be not acceptable, acceptable .or superior.

Trait Scoiing - Trait scoring is built on the rationale that writing

is done to communicate with an audience and is best judged in view of its

ability to bring about the desired-effect with that audience., Following

this line of reasoning, particular writing tasks re -e particular
, .

characteristics, or traits, if they are to be effective. For example,

persuasive writing requires the presentation of compelling arguments that

are logically(or emotionally based, or both depending on.the audience to

V
be persuaded.

Primary Trait Scoring requires an evalUative judgment on the part of

the scorer regarding the presence .of the primary trait a.writing sample

must have in order to accomplish its specific purpose. Secondary trait

scoring usually accompanies primary trait scoring. Secondary traits are

those characteristics that comflement a particular. primary,trait.

Secondary traits highlight some of the strategies used in writing that

may greatly influence a writer's success in effecting the desired reader

response.

This guide will focus on procedures that will facilitate the use of

1-12



primary and secondary. trait scoring and will provide materials to assist

in mechanics storing. Mechanics scoring should be done independently of

trait scoring.

Applying Trait_Stortng--in the Classroom

Trait scoring in the classroom could be done using the items;

categories, criteria and protedures.used the state assessment program.

Such an applitation, however, has limited utility,. In order to make the

approach generally applicable; suggestionS will be offered for using the
,

. scoring approach pith other types of writing; in other situations;

Hence; suggestions aee provided here regarding (1) preparation for; and

(2) application of the scoring procedures used in the state assessment.

Ah effort has been made to simplify the. procedures, especially those

pertaining to scoring;

Preparation - Prepar'ation for use of the trait scoring approach

should include the following activities:

Step 1. Identify the type of writing.exercise to be done.
Typically; a writing exercise would be one of the
followtng'types: narrative, descriptive, expository,
persuasive, or expressive.

step 2. Specify the objective for the writing exercise.

Step 1. Prepare the stimulus materials for the writing exercise.

Step 4. Specify the aspects of the exercise to be scored (i.e.,
primary trait, secondary trait, mechanics).

Step 5. Identify the specific primary trait for the kind of
writing, the secondary traits to be scored, and which,
if any, mechanic, that are to be scored.

Step 6. Specify the criteria and categories that will be used.

I =13



.A brief description of each step folloWsl An example ihowing all steps'

completedis shown on page 1-20.' ,

Step 1. Identifi the_type of writing -exercise_to be done- Recall

that the rationale underlyinN trait scoring is that writing is done tb

cbmmunicate with an audience and is best judged in view of effects on that

audience. Thus, the approachjused by a writer to reach and effect an

audiencf ils t!ill most important (primary) trait of a piece of writing.

That is,ipartidular writing tasks require particular characteristics and

no others if they are to succeed. Teachers of language arts commonly

recognize four types .of writing. They are persuasive, eApositary,

descriptive, and narrative. Expressive writing may be embodied, in each of
,

the five types. Preparation should begin with specification of the type

of writing exercise.

Step 2. Specify the objective for the writing exercise. An objective

for a writing sample should provide guidance on what is to be accomplished

by the writer. An objective lised in the state assessment was worded as

follows:

Demonstrate ability to write in response to a
wide range of societal demands and obligations.

,Ability is defined to include correctness in
usage, punctuation, spelling, and form or
convention as appropriate to particular writing
tasks.

Step 3. Prepare the stimulus materials for the writing exercise.
AV

Stimulus materials are those to which students are to react. For example,

'. the stimbluematerial for the expressive Writing exercise in the state

assessment was a picture of several children on an overturned boat. This

was accompanied by the following verbal material:

1-14



Look carefully at the picture. These kids are
_havillg_funjumpihg_on am_Qmerturbed_hoate_Amagine_
yoU are one of the children in thelpicture. Or if
you wish, imagine that you are someone' standing
nearby watching the children. Tell what is going
on as he or she would tell it. Write as if you
were telling this to a good friend; in a way that

A expressee,strong feelings. Help your friend FEEL
the experience, too.

Note that the stimulus materials (writing task) contains three necessary

piece; of information. It specifies (1) who the writer is or what role

the writer is to take; (2) the audience of the writer; and (3) what the

writer is to communicate:

Step 4. Specify the aspects of the exercise to be scored'. The

aspects of a writing exercise to be scored as (1) primary trait,

(2) secondary traits, and (3) mechanics. One or more of these may be

scored for a single writing sample.
#

Step 5_ Identify _the_specific primary trait required secondary

traits_to_beAscoredandLuhich, if any, Mechanics that are to be scored.-

Primary and suggested secondary traits.for each type of writing are as

follows:

PRIMARY TRAITS
. _

Narrative Writing - Narrative is the kind of discourse which

answers the question, "What happened?" It is concerned with

action, with events in motion. The telling Of what happened

and when--that is, in what sequence = -are the,writer's primary

concerns. The primary trait for narrative writing is the

presentation of the actions associated with,events and the

flow of events. The narrative provides a sensible linking
1

of events that results in a eoherent sequence.

1-15



Writi4g - Description tells how something appears

to a.writer's senses. DescriPtion teris what something

looks like. It may also tell'what it sounds like, or even

smells like. It may tell of the taste or texture of something--

descriptive writing also includes descriptions of feelings and

attitudes. The primary trait of descriptive writing is the

presentation of sufficient detail to create vivid sensory

impressions.

Expos4toryWriting - Expository writing is primarily concerned

with explanation, the why or how of things. Expository writing

might define a word, explain a process, report an incident,

analyze an id(10, evaluate or judge an experience. The primary

trait-is the presentation of relevant facts'pertaining to all

significant aspects of the thing being explained. The

Presentation is made in a clear and orderly fashion at a level

appropriate for the.audience.

Persuasive- Writing - Persuasive writing is primarily concerned

with the presentation of compelling arguments that are logically

or emotionally based, or both, depending on the audience to be

persuaded:

expressive _WritingL- The primary trait for expressive writing

is the revelation of personal feelings and ideas. Depending on

the intent, it may be narrative, descriptive, expository, or

persuasive or even a composite of various types.

1-16
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SECONDARY TRAITSi
1

-Narrative Writing - In, some'stories -a secondary trait may be

the setting which controls, almost dominates the actiOil: Some-
,

times the place- is almost a character in thestory because its.

influence is so strong. Point of view may be another secondary

trait for narrative, writing:

Descriptiveriting - Secondary traits for descriptive writing
.

are appropriateness of words silected and careful use of detail_.

Expository_Writ_ing - Secondary- traits for expositoryiwriting

are use_of examples, logical development of the explanation

(e.g.; from general to specific or chronological-steps in a

process).

Persuasive Writing.- Secondary traits for persuasive writing may

be the quantity and quality of supporting evidence and the

presentation of the argument in a logical sequence.

Expressive Writing - Secondary traits for expressive writing may

be the use of fantasy, insights', use ofsdialogue, maintenance of

a point of view, and control of tense.

Mechanics to be scored might include paragraphs, sentences,

punctuation, 4greement, awkwardness, spelling, word choice and capit4li-

nation.



SUGGESTED"PRIMART AND SECONDARY TRAITS.
_ _FOR

SPECIFIC TYPES OF WRITING

Type of
Writing Primary Trait

Secondary
Traits

Narrative Presentation of the actions associated
with events and the flow of,events.
The provision of a sensible linking of
events that results in a coherent
sequence.

Setting, point
of view

Descriptive Presentation of detail to create vivid Careful selection

sensory impressions. of words, careful
use of detail

Expository

-

Presentation of relevant facts pertain-
ing to significant_aspects of the thing
being explained. _ eresentation made in
a slow and orderly fashion as appropriate
levels depending on the audience to be
persuaded.

Use of examples,
logical
developments

Persuasive Presentation of compelling arguments Quality and
that are logically or emotionally based, quantity of
or both, depending on the audience to supporting evi==

be persuaded. dence, logical
sequence

Expressive Several posiible. Example; Entry
into an imaginative situation.

FantasY, insights,-
use of.dialogue,
point of view,
tense

4r
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Step 6 The .specificitioh.of criteria to be used in scoring

essays for iffaihiliad-'1Jsing as few as five categories.'

For example,- for an expressive wriiing -task, the categories and
/..-

criteria could. be:

1 '= No entry into the imaginary world of the
picture. Essay is about the-stimulus but
the information is too sketchy or disjointed
to make a point.

Entry into the world f the picture; however',
necessary structure, control, coherence or
consistency is absen

3 = Good entry into the world of the picture.
Papers are generally competent. Quality is
.Somewhat marred by skeletal or uneven
development.

4 = Emotive and consistent entry into the imaginary
world'of the picture. Papers are structurally
whole. Narrative is well and evenly developed.

5 = Illegible, :illiterate? no response, misunderstands
task.

An example showing all preparation steps completed is ,showri ori

page 1-20. (see Appendix C for full'-size text.) - The material used
I,

in the example represents a simplified version of materials used in'

-4 the state assessment. A prototype fortl is shown on page 1-21.
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PROTOTYPE PREPARATION FORM

TYPE Of WRITING EXERCISE:-

OBJECUVE:

ITEM NAME:

STIMULUS
MATERIALS:

SCORING:-

SCORING CRITERIA AND CATEGORIES:

2



Application - It is strongly suggested that students -be advised -of

he criteria to be applied in trait and/or mechanics scoring when the

writing assignment It made.

Each; paper shotld be read for possession of the specified, necessary

traits and a category designation made (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5). Comments

or grades'regarding mechanical aspects of an essay should be provided

indepetilent of trait scoring.

Checklist for Mechanics coring

The checkliston page 1-23 highlights the categories of scoring.rules

used to detect errors in writing mechanics. The checklist can serve as a

reminder of the variety of mechanical errors that might be found in a

single written sample. It a can be used to teach SysteMatiCally the

variety of methanical rules that need to be mastered to create a competent

written product. For example, a teacher might say, "Today I will grade

the essays paying particular attention to the mechanics Of Spelling and

ward choice in adaition to the persuasiveness of your argument."

4

\'t

L
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MECHANICS SCORING CHECKLIST*

Paragraph

. As visual deVice

Coherence - sentences
and ideas interconnected

. Development - expressed
or implied topic sentrce.
All4ideas related to 'topic.

0 Sentences

. Joined - sentences fused
with or without the use'
of punctuation and.
conjunctions

Awkwardness

Faulty use of subordinate
clause

Unclear pronoun antecedent

. Misplaced modifier

..Omitted or extra words

. Faulty'coordination or
parallelism, split
construction

Ej Spelling

Letter and word reversals
. Fragments - correct or
incorrect use.

Complexity - useof"
simple, compound, orcom
plex sentences, and use
of phrases

Punctuation-'

Commas and
marks;Quotation marks

Colon
Semicolon
End marks
Apostrophe,

0 Agreement

Subject/verb
. Pronoun/antecedent
. Noun/modifier
. Subject/object pronoun
usage

. Shift in tense

incorrect plUrals

..Phonetic attempt

. ,Nomonym confusion

Incorrect word separation

Sitiord Choice

:-Incorrect use of preposition
'conjUnctiop

. UnacCeptablkbr non-existent
word use

. Mismatch betWeetl.wor4 and
intended meaning

0 Capitalization.

*For a complete description of mechanics

1 23
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Proper nouns or adjectives

Pronoun, I

scoring rules, tee Appendix.B:



Summary

This section included a description of the state writing assessment

Ire

and provided suggestions for assessing writing in the classrooms.

Suggestions for classroom assessment were made in regard to preparation for

assessment and application of scoring procedures. Suggested primary and
0

secondary traits were included for major types. of writing. A cdMpleted

example for preparatory work was also provided as were a sample prepara-

tion form and a checklist for mechanics scoring.
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SECTION- II
INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES



5

I

INTRODUCTION."

The Instructional/Activities section contains forty seleCted

teaching/learning activities= in the area of writing. Each is numbered

for easy reference and is labeled to show the writing category (narfative,

descriptive, expository, persuasive or expressive) aseell as the

suggested instructional level (elementary or secondary). The activities

are not organized in any special sequence or order of preference:

. GUIDE TO
INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

WRITING CATEGORIES SUGGESTED LEVELS

EXPRESSIVE #4_(S),48E/SL
#16 01', #18 (S),,-#21_(E)
26_(S),A1271(E/S_i #28 -4
-E/S), #33 (E), #38 (E/5)

#9__(E),414 (E),
,_#22_(E), 423_(F/S).
(E/S),_#30 (E), #31 -4
,439 (E/S), #40 (EIS)

PERSUASIVE #5 (S), #17 (S), #24 (S),
(E/S)

(E/S), #28=2

EXPOSITORY #11 (0, #29 (E/SL'/31-C (S), #34 (E/S), #35
(E/S), #36 (E/S),:'#37 {E /S)

DESCRIPTIVE

.0

#1-(E/S), #3 LE/Sh_#4_(S),45 (0, #6 (E/S),
#7._(E/S) #9 E), #10 fS)4412.(E/S), #15 (E)
#16 (S), #22-{f), #31=D (S)

NARRATIVE #13 (E/S),_#14_(E),_#18 (S)i_#19_(S),#20.44),
#21,(E)i #25 (S), #28=3 (E/S),'#31=B (S), #11-0
(S), #32 (S), #33 1E)

II -3



The pages in this section have bee6 numbered so that additional

activities may be inserted at some future time. The notebook format

has been used in order to allow teachers to include someof their own

instructional, plans.,

Although the instructional activities may be used as presented,

they can bemodified to fit .the needs of particular students. They

are intended to stimulate the generation of other interesting teaching/

learning activities.
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INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY #1 -- DESCRIPTIVE (Elementary/SeCondarY)

Tell the students that they are to try to'discover as many things
a

as,pOsstble about popcorn by using all five of their senses. Point

out that often when we describe things we are limited to telling how

they look because we are rot able to use the other senses in the

observations, (it may be too far away or be displayed under.glass; it

may not make'a sound; or it may be poisonous; and so on). Looking is

only one.of the five senses, and whenever we can safely use oIher

senses in observing something, we will
.be able to give a far more .

complete descriptionof it.

Have two or three people come to the frontof-the room and ask

them.to observe popcorn before it.is popped. If theydpnly 'Cook at it;

ask the rest of the class to suggest other ways they can find out what

unpopped corn iereally like (tasting, feeling, biti .kernels,,

smelling, listening). Write their observations on the board.

Give students time to examine the popcorn and take turns giving

their observations. (You may want to have another popperful going

while they are doing this, both toikeepIhe aroma before them and to

- feOlenish their dwindling supplY,)

Plan and make a bUlletin bdrd to display graphically studen ts.

sensory obseXatiens. Divide the bulletin board space into a section

for observations aliout unpopped corn and a section for obserntions
& >

about popped corn. Have part of the class cut pieces of light brown

paper into the shape of unpopped kernels and write. an observati.on from
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the list on the board on each "kernel." 'Pin these in a mound shape

inAhe section of the bulletin board designated for observations about

unpopped corn. Have the rest of the class cut white paper into shapes

of popped corn, write observations on them; andpin them to the other

1 -

section of the bulletin board in such-a"way"as to suggest the motion

of popping corn. Decide on a sUitable caption for.the project and let

a Small committee prepare the lettering.

ACTIVITY # -- EXPRESSIVE (Elementary)

Bring an interesting picture to class and have students react to

it. .Then ask each student to write a weird, a phrasal, or a sentence

or two which can be mOOnted on strips beside the picture. Each student

can read his/her own, contribution.

ACTIVITY #3-- DESCRIPTIVE,(Elemehtary/Secondary

Select five'articles having a variety of i eresting textures and

shapes (marble, velvet, bark, cotton). Put each. +f the five articles

in a bag or box and write a number on the outside f the container.

Place the c9ntainers around the room.

Tell students to examine the contents of each container using only

their sense of touch. Tell them to closeditheir eyes _d imagine they

are a blind person trying tb "see" the object with thei fingers. Ask

thea.to then write words or phrases describing the textu -s and shapes+

they. feel,. Stress that they are to try to,chpbse words th t will create

a viVid picture in someone else's mind.

dlb
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ACTIITITY #4-- EXPRESSIVE /DESCRIPTIVE (Secondary)

Ask students. to 'form groups. of six' to eight, Have the group

sit in a circle.

Tell students that you are going to give each,group an ice

cube. They are pass it around the circle to the right. As

t'

each person gets the ice cube, he/she is to examine it andtell Some-

thing observed. Urge students to use all their senses as they think

about the ice cube. No one may repeat an observation given by someone,

else in the citcle.

Pass out the cubes and let students begin stating their observations.

Examples: ice is cold; ice cubes are slippery.)

'After a few minutes, when everyone has had at least one turn,

change the activitrto mdkin6 comparisons, Tell the students that this

time they are to think of something to which they can compare the ice

tube. Again, remind them to use their senses and,to tell what the ice

cube feels like, looks like, and so on.

pass out new ice cubes at this point.)

(It might be a good idea to

After a few minutes, when everyone has had a turn in making

comparisons, again change the focus of the activity. Now ask students
/-

to 'tell how the ice cube affects them or how it makes.them,feel..
,

Then gather up the ice cubes and ask students {to wrtte'OoWn some

of their thoughts and'ideas about tee. Let them chbose the form far

expreising themselves. Some may Write'aserfes of sentences in list

Orden some' may develop a paragraph and some may feel in the mood to

write a poem.
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:4 ACTIVITY-, #.5 4,.; PERSUASIVE 1Secondary) DESCRIPTIVE (Elementary)

.

4 * d .
if; r

,1 _r

4 "' ; Give eappstudent a piece or celery; c_l-e11 them to: eat it slowly

and tO thi0 about-' OW ii1 tastes and feels in 'their mouths, Ask the

students to giVet44,9rds:and phrases which des4t0e the way it taqes

and'tks. Write thiir deiCriPtfons on the.ii,ciarif. Help Them think _of
,..

things to say 'by asking' such questions .as:
. a,

What happened when'you pit intd PeeleryV

How
.did the, celery feel inside your mouth? -

-/
What flavor was .

.-4 ,
a f s the celery,,.ifiange 4ai you chewed it? How?

Nexti give' each child a chocolate kiss. 'After they have eaten it,

eliit words and phrases to detcribe its flavor and texture. 'Write their
, . ,

,
.

ideas. in a Second list,on the' board.
. ,.

Then, .ask the students to compare.the tyo foods:
.

in what ways are they alike

In what yays are, th4,differecit..
4

Have students write a' ParagraphAefring which they. enjOyed ,eating

more;1.the 'celery fir. -the checifrate.liJss. Stress the need to writ6 vivid

descriptions to-'exPlain their choice:. Tel l' teheM tq try to make.the
,

reader fepl*'the celery or chocoipte in his/her oWn mouth.

ACTIVITY:-#6 DESCRIPTIVE (Elementary/Secondary)

. Ask,- the students to think of different flavors of ice cream and

sherberts they have eaten:, List the different _kinds 'ori'the board. Ask

the students,to think Of poisible new flavors writing their suggestions

in a second list. --,4.
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Dividethe class into groups of three and Juphethem write an`

.advertisement of a new flavor;' 'SUggestAhat they uSe'iiighlyi

descriptive words that will appeal.to peoplesense tisteand

sighU creating a desire for the neW,PrOdUct.

Note: Some students Might want tot alliteritiorfin their

descriptionscrazy cranberry, goofigrape.

Students may want to illustrate their advertisements and compile

thenin-a little bdoklet.

ACTIVITY #7 -- DESCRIPTIVE (Elementary/Secondary)

Tell students that they are going to play a "smelling game."

Blindfold students and pass something under their nose's. Ask the

students to describe it, tell what it reminds him/her ofand then

'try to guess what it is. Repeat this with several students% Write'

each object and the descriptive words on the board.

Then ask students to become smell detectives by finding objects

that can be identified by smell alone. Ask them to choose one of

these items and Write a short description of the way it smells.

ACTIVITY #8 =..EXPRESSIVt (ElementarY/SecondarY).

Play soft, voy, sad and/or.marching music and'aSk Students to

express their reactions to each... To stimulate students, ask the

following questions;

How does the music make you feel?

Does;it bring any past experiences to mind?

.

.Does it make you feel like doing anything. in particular?

11-9
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ACTIVITY #9 EXPRESSIVE /DESCRIPTIVE (Elementary)

'Pass out small pieces of paper. Have students 11,24te their name

in the Corner of the paperand then discuss'the shape of the paper.'

Ask them to name as many °err shapes as they can and think of fandliPr

examples of each. Ask students to choose one-of the-shapWand write .

. .

it down on their paper. Then ask them to choose a color they think

is. interesting and write It Finallyiask..them to choose a-number
, 7

between one and dne,hundred ancrwriteit down.

After studentshave written the three things, have them try to

imagine an animal in that shape, with that color fur or skin, and with

that many legs. Have them closetheir eyes and try to, get a mental

'image of such an animal.

Pass out drawing paper and let students make a drawing of their

strange new creature. Suggest they start by making the shape they

chose in the color they chose,And.then add other details. While they

work, ask them,to think of a name for:their animal.

Then ask students to imagih! where and how the animal lives.

Have them consider the folloWing questions:

Does your animal make any sounds? If so, what, kind?

Where does it live?

How does it move? Does it move fast 0,4. slow?

What does it eat? How does it get its food?

Who -are its enemies? How does it protect itself?

What kinJQf personality does it have?

Is it quiet and peaceful, or noisy and fierce?

40
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ACTIVITY #10 --, DESCRIPTIVE - (Secondary)

Ask students.to write a short paragraph describing a person or

animal. Trade papers with a clasimate'and ask each student to draw a

icture to-ifit the-description. Give the picture to the person Who.
/'

wrote the description. Let the student decide if he/she should

describe the character in more detail.
0.

414 -

ACTIVITY #11 -- EXPOSITORY (Elementary)
,

Materials Needed: Thread or paper cut into one=to=three-inch
pieces

One inflated balloon

A small portion of dritwool or a piece of
woolen 'cloth

Aboutia teaspoonful of puffed wheat (optional)

Ask the students to obServeclosely. Aub the inflated balloon

briskly with the wool to charge it. 'Thin, hold theballoon over the

Oleces of thread (or paper or particles of puffed wheat) and watch

them perform.

Ask each. student to write ashort'description of what they observed.

Compare descriptions. If students' perception's of the experiment are

different, discuss why this is so

.ACTIVI #12 --,'DESCRIPTIVE (Elemeptary/SecondarY)

and

Choose a day when there is a greatdeal of contrast betweenclouds

ky and when winds aloft are moving and changing the formations.

Take the students outside and let.them sit or lie down to watch'

the moveMents'of the clouds. Guide their .observation 'with suggestions

'ioloOk4or variety in color, formations Which look like Oqople or

infmals,,andiany other interesting shapes. po sure the students have
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ample time to watch the clouds, to see them move and change. (You

may want to return to the classroym at this point to complete the

lesson.)

Ask stueents to write a description, of the clouds.' Some may

want to write poetry. if so, emphasite word choice' rather than form,

poeti7 ddes'mot have to follow, a set meter or rhyme pattern. Stress

the fact that they are trying to draw a picture using words.,

Let students paint a water-color picture of the clodd scene
-

they have descrtbW. Then using the opaque projector, let volunteer

read their descriptive paragraphs(or poems -and show their pictuivs.
.

ACTIVITY #13.=... NARRATIVE (Elementary/Secondary).

:Bring to,cla
-

ss an oldlhat cagy .dress, engtneer,

straw). Hold up the hat and let 'students observe it., Pass it around.

for closer Observation. Disodss what kind .of hat it is, who might

.
wear.ahat#,like and4low it is different from its -new condition.

Write on the board the words or phrases the stAts use in idescribIng
t

,

the old, hat. tontinue the discussion with such questions as:

t-,

Where do you think this old hat has been?

. f .-

4hat, kinds. of eip;rientfs -do you thiAle-thiS old hat has had?
1,,,

What. might liave4Oustd, this hole (or spotor other sign of wear)?
ar 4 I 4 (

- V ,

What experience itio. the old hat do you thifik was mast exciting?
Most enjoyable? r.

_-
Ask stuclants'to .petend' the old'hati--ii telling them episodes

',.- 's

&dm its life. Havi theh listen' .carefully to.their imaginations for

the intirealting-i'hingS it has experienced orplaces it has been.

o':



Allow a few moments for thinking and teen let volunteers tell

std es of the old hat's life. If many students voluhteer, limit

each story to one adventure or episode. Then ask students to write

their stories,;'

ACTIVITY #14-=-NARRATIVE/EXPRESSIVE (Elementary)

Cleat a space in the classroollfi get out a jumP rope and give

several children a turn at jumping rhymes. Have them "sing along" ,.
a,

while another student is jumping,

Tell the class that many athletes use rope jumping asoeg`of

theirOtraining activities. Have them imagine that they are a oxer,

baseball player or a gyminast and write a short rhyme that one of

these -people would uiee

Note: It might be helpful to have the class brainstorm, to

identify action words that might b used For example, a baseball

player might make up a chant of action werds heard at a baseball

gathe; a horse-back rider might make ,up a story about a ride that

&tarted out with a slow walking rhythm and increased in

last running rhythm.

Examples ofjamiliar rope-jumping rhymes:

Spanish dancer do the splits
Spanish dancer do the kick
Spanish dancer turn around
Spanish dancer touch the ground
Spanish dancer get out of tpwn.

TeddY bear, teddy bear
Teddy bear, teddy bear
Teddy bear, teddy bear
Teddy bear,'teddy,bear
Teddy bear, teddy bear
Teddy bear, teddy bear
Teddy bear, teddy sear
Teddy bear, teddy bear

turn arou
touch the.groundH
show your 'shoe
that will do
to
say
swi
say

pstairs
your pragers
ch off the light
goodnight. ,
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ACTIVITY #1.5 -- DESCRIPTIVE (Elementary)

Ask students to scribe a pet; what,the pet looks like, what

they think the pet feels, and what they think.the pet likes to do.

Then ask them to try to describe the animal using only two-word

phrases such as lonesome eyes,,bouncing classmate.

ACTIVITY #16 -- EXPRESSIVE /DESCRIPTIVE (Secondary)

Tell students that they are going,to play a riddle-and-rhyme,game.

Explain that they will Write rhymed riddles and then try to guess each

..other's riddles.

First, do a rhymed riddle together as a class. Choose an object

in the room, such as the clock. Ask students to think of ways to

describe theclock -- its size, shape, colE»r and use Suggest that

comparing it to other things is one way of describing. Write their

ideas on the board.

From these ideas, try to ma4 a rhymed riddle about the clock.

Caution students to include clues without giving it away. For example:

One-eyed glasses
Cover its face;
Round it goes.
But keeps in place.

Then ask each student to choose an object (you May wish to limit

objects to those in the room). Have each student make a descriptive

list of ,their object's sige, shape, color, use, and things to which

it might be compared. Then have them try to make a rhymed riddle from

their list of ideas. Keep the fonm.flexible -- let them use any

alrhyme scheme they wish and sugg t that they might add other interest-

ing comparions.

11=14
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Give encouragement and helirto students who have difficulty

AO
writing a riddle. If necessary, gather together a group of

nonproductive students and write a riddle -together so they too will

have something to share.

ACTIVITY #17 -- PERSUASIVE (Secondary)

Without the students being aware of whht is being done, arrange

a feW brightly colored books of assorted sizes between book ends at

the front of the room. Use one book much smaller than the vipers

and place it at one .end and slightly farther back so that it is only

Visible to someone looking right at it. (You may need to make the

arr

t
gement while students are out of the room andcover it until you

wi h to begin the lesson.) With students seated in their usual

positions, ask them to describe what they see. Some students will

be able to tell the titles of the books and describe cover designs

while others will only be able to give general descriptions of color

and size. Some will disagree on the number of books between the book

ends because they cannot see the small book. (Variations of this

idea include a bookmarker that is visible from above, ragged pages

vigible from above and behind, or. something inside a book that can

only be seen when the book is open.)

Point out that we do not Always see the same thing because we

are looking from different points of view. Further explore the idea

by considering that most things irra society are geared for adults and

discuss What it would be like to be a small child. Have students

squat down or get on their knees to get a more realistic idea of how

things would look to a small child. Discuss the feeling of size,
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objects at eYe level, objects that obstruct a clear view. Have students

tell how they think a small child might describe a German Shepherd, a

table, the trunk of a big tree', a street, or riding in a crowded

plevaor..

Ask students if they have ever been in one of the following

situations, and if so, describe *tat they were able to see:

-- looking through a knot hole;

- - looking through a crack in a door;

- - looking down from an airplane;

- - looking up from a big hole in the ground;

- - looking through a tunnel ;

- - looking through,thick brush'.

Assign students to various positions on the playground and have

them take notes on their observations from each point of view. If

possible, have students observe from several levels the top of the

slide, jungle gym, or other high equipment); from obstructed views

(around a.Corner, behind a large tree), and from a distance (the far

end of the playground). Suggest, that students conside'r sensory

impressions other than visual; what they smell, Kear, and feel.

After a specified observation time, take the .class, back to, the

classvom to describe and compare what they were able to observe from

the various points.' To help them synthesize their experiences and

the points discussed, ask them if they think it would be possible
I

for two or more people to observe the same traffic accident and

present differe4 but ponest testimony in court. If so, why?
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ACTIVITY #18 -- EXPRESSIVE /NARRATIVE (Secondary)

Pass out. dittoed copies of Agree = Disagree Statements and ask

students to follow the directions - without talking to each.other. When

they are finished, share and compare their reactions and reasons. Then

ask students to look at all the reasons they gave and try to decide

what caused them to have these opinions and feelings. If they are

unable to analyze how they formed their opinions, discuss experiences

and sources of information '(other people, reading, television/radio)

that ledis their opfnii and feelings about these things..

Point out that their responses indicate their persdnal point of

view -- how they interpret things. Explain that their personal point

of view is how they see something, how they feel about somdthing, as '

a result of their experiences, interests, and information. Because

people have different experiences,:interests,'and information they

are apt to feel differently -- to have different points of view -- from

someone' else.

To illustrate, ask students to imagine i beautiful bright green

lawn in the springtime -- well sprinkled with'daisies and dandelions.

Then ask them to tell what each of the followihg members of the family

might think as he /sue looks at the yard:

the sixth-grade boy (It will take me hours to dig those out;
there goes my ballgame)

b. the mother (I hope' he gets those weeds, out'before my bridge
luncheon.)

c. the three year .old girl (What lovely flowers: I'll pick
some for Mother.)

d. the father (I wish they'd make 'a weed killer that worked!)

After students have discussed possible reactions to the weedy

lawn, ask them to choose one of.the family members and write a"monologue



-

in whicb the erson expresses thoughts as he/she looks at the lawn.

Kew does he/she describe it? Now does it look to him/her (disgusting,

beautiful)? What does it remind him/her of? How does it make him/her

feel? What does he/she want to do about it? Explain that they are to

pretend they actually are thai person and are to tell the thoughts as

if he/she were talking out loud. To temporarily assume that person's

cearacter, they will need to carefully Consider the personal point of

view and portray it consistently in their writing.

If someone in the class likes to draw cartoon characters, make

an interesting bulletin board. Nave the artist make a large drawing

of each member of the family and then cluster the appropriate.mono-
,

logues about each character. Pin a narrow strip o stmulated lawn
, -

across the bottom of the bulletin board for a finishing touch.

ACTIVITY #19 -- NARRATIVE (Secondary

While students are working for are out of the room) light a

piece of incense and allow its odor to permeate the room. Before

long,_someone will become aware of it and'begift calling attention to.

it. When everyone seems aware of it, begin a discussion using such

questions as:

How would you describe it?

Nave you ever smelled it before? Where?

Does it affect any of your other senses?

What does it remind you of?

How does tt-make you feel?

Bring out the burned incense so students can see the remains

and also show them a piece that has not been burned. Light the new
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'piece of incense and let students observe the active process'of
.

burning. Their original descriptions were probably limited to the

sense of smell. Now as they observe, ask them to report other sensory

perceptions (visual -- smoke, flame, ash; touch -- heat, watAll eyes).

Point out that the perfume of incense is given off as it burns.,

causing the smoke, or fumes, to have a particular odor which many,

pdople enjoy. Fire, however, is not always a pleasant experience.

Since early times, man bas both enjoyed and feared fire:--Att-ttudents

to think about their own reactions when they first noticed the incense

odor in the classroom. Dia they feel uneasy? Did they want to look

for the source of the odor? Did they think they should report it?

Tell them that 'people often feel the urge to do something as a result-

of their observations. For example, ask them what they would feel like

-doing if they observed:

an animal caught in some bushes;

-- an automobile accident;

-- a fire burning out of control;

- - a boat.capsiie;

== a lost child.
A

Their responses to each situation will likely vary, showing a

range of possible actions related to their sense of need and their

recognized capabilities.

Have the,students choose one situation that would make them want
, -

to da something (perhaps one of those previously discussed) and write

a class composition aboqt it. Before they begin, they will need to

plan the story and agree on basif details. To help them:adapt the

11-/9
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,following questions to the'situation they have chosen for the story and

make brief notes of their decisions on one side of the chalk board.

c What were you (the story teller) doing when you first noticed it?(

Whdt caused you to notice it? How would you,describe it?

What happened?

Where did it happen?

What thoughts went through your mind?

Whatdid you do?

What were the results of'your action?

'Then ask the class to decide on the storyteller's physical

and personal point of view. How much is one able to observe? (Is it

dark? Is the vision limited in any way?) How will one's experiences,

--abilities and interest influence actions?

Write the story on:the board-as studentsvdictate it, encouraging

contributions from all students. Try --tri

the setting, actions, and feeling so :the reader will be able to relate

tie storyteller's observations to the:action.

ACTIVITY #20 i4ARRATIVE (Secondary)

Ask students to imagine observing the following situation:

man comes to the back door of a store, gets into a waitingcar and

drives away quickly. Then ask students to think of possible explana-

tions for such a situation and write their ideas on the board (robbery,

going home for lunch, Working rRto at night, delivering something).
. I

Call attention to the fact that their list illUstiates various wiys,

An observed incident might be interpreted. However, if they were

Ok

actually observing the scene, they would be able to observe additional
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clues to help them explain the man's action. Choose an idea -6.om

the students' list and hate tftem sugget clues they might observe that

would lead to such a conclUstbri. For example, if their list includes

"robbery," they might notice that the man spened the store aopr

cautiously and looked in all directions before approaching the car,

that he pulled his hat low over his eyes, that he carried a big. Follow

the same procedure in thinking about clues that would lead to some of

the other explanations. Encourage students to think of possible clues

other than visual -- to use all of their senses.

To help students narrow their thirsting to a more specific setting
, ,t

and situation, discuss a possible locbtion for the episode to take

place. Perhaps there is a store in the neighborhood with.which they

are all:familiar. If not, they have probably seen .aappropriate scene

on teleVision. Discuss what the back door of a store looks like, what

the surroundings are like, where thee street or alley might lead. What

sounds and smells might ther5be? Try to produce.a definite mental

4
image through description.

Continue the discussion by focusing S,tudents' attention on the

observer. Where might the student be as he/she,watched? What limita-

tions would the student hdVe in that particular'position?. Would the

student be able to hear conversation or noises? Would the student have

a clear view of the street in both directions? Consider the differences

between night and day observations,',At night, would the street lights

be bright enough to see clearly? Would there be any shadows or corner

to-hinder vision?

Finally; ask the students to think about the attitude of the

observer. Would the student approve, disapprove, or not Care about
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what was happening? Milht it give the student a 'pleasant feeling?

Might the student be concerned for someone's safety? What action, if

any, w6uld the student's feelings lead to? Would the student be

fryitened? Brave? Cowardly?

When studtnts have had opportunity to explore various possibilities,

accompanying clues, and possible reactions, ask thentto_work their ideas

-
into a story. First, have them:ylan4he story -- the man's reason for

.hurriedly leaving the -store.4i:Way of.the back door, the setting, the

sequence of events And. at what point they- wi li ii.ncl qde clues to fill

the reader in on necessary details. Perhaps they will want to jot

down a few notes to help them keep the storyin mind.

Have students choose partners and tell their stories toeach

larther-asatri-at. run: Some criteria will help them evaluate the

,effectiveness of a story, such as:

Can you visualize the scene?

Can Au:imagine yourself there, seeing antfeel,ing as the author
does?'

Are enough clues given to suggest the man's purOose?

Do you feel-you are seeing the-scene and action through one
person's eyes? Is the point-ofviewconsistent?

After students have told their stories and have gotten feedback

4om their partners, have them write thetrstories incorporating any

additional ideas they may have as well as those suggested by their

partners.

ACTIVITY:#21...=-EXORESSIVE/NARRATIVE (Elementary)

4ave,students name and discusi:various comiCstrips that feature

young children, describing the main characters in each and the kinds
A 4
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Of things they do. Ask ttudents to tell why these comic stript awe

popUlar -- who enjoys reading theM4 Bring out the pdint that the world

of young children -- theit imagination; limited kgoWledge, creative.

impultesi,and constant:activity -- provides interesting and entertaining

story material. When we are around young children, we notice them

doing silly., funny, pr odd-things and they frequently give a refreshing

.observation abobt the world as they see it.
"..

Ask ttudents to think about theirpwn earlychildhood. Discuss

the following questions andreeord the responses briefly on the board:

What interesting discovery do you remember making?

What crazy thing did'you do ?.

What ideas did you have that you later discovered weren't correct?

Did you ever figure out an interestimj.explanation for something?

-What do yo remember-especially liking to do?

What did you especially dislike ? :'

'

Have students choose one childhood incident to develop .into a

comic ttriO story. Plan the story carefully., They need not limit their
, .

story to four picture-squares but may think of it as a selection in a

comic book overing a page or mdre.,

Discuss the factthat a comic strip story is carried along through-
.

pictures and cmiversatiohttudents will need to include enough back-

ground scenery to show t4e.ir readers Where. and- when the story takes

.
place. They will need to plan the conversation to fill the reader in

on necessary details and to tell the story. Have students pan the

sequence they will use and how much will be in each square.. Have'Jllem

plan the 'number of squares they will need and then divide their paper

'neatly Intel 'squares, using rlers.
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Ir--When students h4e completed their comic strip story, ask them to

ChOOS6 gond name for it. To share theirstories they might remove

the bulleting board display of published comic strips and.put up their

own "orihinals."-

ACTIVITY #22 -- EXPRESSIVE/DESCRIPTIVE (Elementary)

Ask students, "How many diffetent animals can you name that are

used for'pets?" Write the names of the animals on the board as students

name them.

Then ask .students to think of a pet-they'jlive been particUlarly

fond of, either, one Of thtWpin or -one belonging to someohe

With tihis pet in mind, continue the discussion of pets, focusing on
_ _ _e

why---pePele-en .j.by.--An&-thOote- certain animals..'for pets...ilsk the feilleWing

seq0n-ce of questions, allowing time for studentt to share their. memories
.

f pets:

'What physical features make pets interesting and lovable (droopy

ears, baggy eyes; wagging stub of a tail, silky fur, unusual

cPloring)2

What kind 9.f.. disposition did you'favorite pet have (mild and gentle,

fiery and:ready to fight, loving;:ind 'cuddly)?

What kind of things did youiand the pet do:when /you were together?

Was there another animal that irritated the pet? How?

0

Did the pet ever get into a fight with another:animal? What

happened?

When students have thought abollt and discussed theirfavorite

pet enough to feel involved insthe tOpic, .ask them to Choose one incident

about the pet and write an entertaining story ahout,it, Suggest they

not only tell what happened but that they tell the reader what the

ett-Wat4tke -- what it lookedlke, how it:6bted and why it was funny;.

irresistible,. or lovable.





;4

Some students may have snapshots of their pets that they would like

to bring to illustrate their stories. Perhaps others could find

pictures in magazines of-animals resembling their pets. Some'studehts

may prefei* making their awn drawings of their pets. .

To share stories and illustrations, studefits cou d make a book,

To do this, have students carefully proofread their tbries, clearly

marking corrections. (It would be a gbod 3dea.to agree on a simplified'

set of proofreading marks. Many dictionaries, include a chart of proof-
...

reader's marks if you would like a reference:)` To help students
.4

,llowtng the written punctuation and reading only what is written:

ognize errors, have them-readtheir stories to other students,

4
,

Ocatch more 6rs, have them listen to other students read their
,

storiesand.watch for omissions and needed corrections.
.. ; . -. .

When stories are in'best.possible form, have them typed on half
4

sheets, of paper, paste in the snapshots or other illustration, and

'

fasten them together into a book. Make a cover and decide on an
.

appropriate title and,cover design. After students.in your room have
.

read all the Stories, place the. book in the schobl library for other

classes to enjoy.

AFIVITY #23 -- EXPRESSIVE (Eiemehtary/Secondary)

F Show students a picture .(a worm turning on itself) and let them
)

interpret and describe what is happening. If they do not offer an,

explanation, ask them how this could happen, why might the worm think

his other.end was something else.

Ask students. if they have ever unknowingly created a strange or

fliiifly situation for themselves -- have they ever been the victim of



thetr,own doing? To help them, get started,thinking'aand 'reminiscing,

pose questions4
such as the following:

Have you ever dug ahole 'that -you ufbrgot about and later fell into?

Have-you ever rigged up a- booby trap for someone:else that went.

off at an. unexpected moment and got you?

Have you ever spilled jam on the floor or your mother to-cleen

upand then slipped and fell in,it?

Have you ever arranged something so you would get the best deal

and had it fail to someone els&

Hive you ever hidden something so well that even you forgot where

it was hidden? 1, -, -
. , 4

. , ,ia
.

If students seem to have:difficulty thinking of something'or seem
,

reluctant to participate, suhgest they Might be able to think off' 'an

incident that happened to someone else. They may even make up names .

5 for the chara if they wish "tOprotect the innocent."

Give std t. a few minutes to.thinW through and plan howtthey'

will tell their stories. Some may find-it helpful to jot down a few

notes. Remind them to make their stories interesting by.ideluding

descriptive wofrds and vivid details.

Having everyone tell an incident may taketopl long for contorued

attentive listening. If you sense students are gAmtng tired, have

those who have not shared tape record their stories while the rest of

the class'goes on to anolher activity. Then these stories can be played

back-whenever convenient; two or three Could be fit& into a time

fragment just before Physical education or some other scheduled

activit

Stu nts might like to draw illustrations of their experiences

and display hem orb the bulletin board with appropriate captions to

OP

-helvother students recall the story.

fj.-261.
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ACTIVITY #24 -- PERSUASIVE (Secondary)

Ask studentt to imagine the following situation:

Riding along the highway in a car. ypu observe a half -grown puppy
stranded on an island in the,nearby river. The island it about
50 yards from, shore and covered.mith dense brush. Ygg can see
the_puppy nervously running back and forth along a Arrow ledge
of grass and small weeds. The river appears to be On12 about
S to 10 feet deep but the current is swift and the water very
cold. Is there any way to save the puppy? How?

Encourage,stUdents to think of as Many possible rescile plans as

can. Pose questions to bring out dangers and possible probleMs they

might encounter in attempting/to carry out each suggested rescue plan.

(For example, could you steer a boat in such a strong current? Would

evfn a strong swimmer be.able'tO swim ico theisl,and across such a

itrong current? Whereulii-the:helicopter -land? Howwould you get'

the puppy Pack to shore7 {hat might the'. puppy do the rescuer when

the animal is very frightened?)

Tell students that there are.frequent heroic rescue attempts and

they may have begin- an eyewitness to ane. gSonletimes people risk their

lives to save someone or soalething. Ask them to tell of any such

incidents they have observed.
.

Continue the discussion about exciting, dangerous,.an0 ramet4c

events they have witnessed. They)dy tell about:

an accident (swimming; boating, automobile, Heyde );

a fall;

1omeone or something at a dangerous heig

a race;
'.i..,

someone or-something stranded or caught.,

Continue the discussipn untIll students. ,seem to h'aVilin experience'
, , o .

,

.

,

in mind and then ask them to write down a complete account of the event
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exactly as they saw it. Remind them to use vivid descriptions and to tell

the action.in the exact sequence in which it happened. They should also

include where it happened, who or what was involved, the conditions

(weather, road), what was happening just hefore,Ind the cause if it was

known. Suggest that their account might be used as testimony either in

court or to establith merit for a spec104 ial award.

4

ACTIVITY #25 -- NARRATIVE (Secondary)

Begin this lesson with a positive comment about being frightened.

You might say something like "Fear is one of min's basic emotions. it

is something everyone experiences at one time or another. Fear is a

safety device; without fear we might-Cause great harm to ourselves or to

others. We fear an uncontrolled fire because it could burn us or our

possession.' We fear a-certain noise because we have learned to associate

some danger with it."

.0

Lead students in a discussion of the nature of fear, posing such

questions as:

What does it mean to be frightened?

Why do we become-frightened?' What causes fright?

How do you4eel when you are frightened? What physical

reactions accompany fright?

When you are firghtened, what do you want most tO do?

Continue with the idea that we may be afraid of something real with

good cause, or y be afraid of something that is not really

.dangerous, or o thing wholly imagined--something that does not even

'exist. 'We may be terribly frightened abo6t something and later find

4

4
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out there was no reason to be afraid at all.. Point out that these

,kinds of situations are the ones we later joke about. But at the time,

fears are real and anything but funny.

Either way, real or imagined, our fears make interest story

material. Some of the highest moments of suspense in favorite storles
./

are built arornd a-tharacter's fear of something or someone.

Call your students' attention to the list of things you have

written on the board. (See associated meaning list below.) Ask-Ahem

to read through the list slowly and try to recall associated

frightening experiences. Then ask them to choose'one experience to

write about. Have them try to remember what caused them to become

frightened, how they,felt, what they did, and exactly what happened.

Suggest they try to add details in such a way as to build suspense--to

make the reader feel their own tension, with heart pounding louder

and louder.

Some students may have difficulty getting started Give'special

encouragement to these--Aking quastions and suggestingome.common

frightening situations for children. If a student seems fieiitant to

reveal his fears, it may be helpful to suggest incidents from early

childhood. When he is trying hard to prove that he is br'ave and

self-sufficient, admitting to*current fears may be threatening.

Experiences one has had as a small child can be looked at more

objectively..

Knowing the ability of your students, you may.want to suggest that

some of them dictate'the*r4-storles to yop or tape-record them. The
.

desire lAo compose may be bloeked by ted interest or ability in writing.,
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Plan some ways to shareand enjoy each other's stori Students

may want to take turns reading them aloud or dramatizing them.

Associated--Meaning_ Li st

Being lost A prowler .

Being locked in A barking dog

A close call Deep, swift water ,

.

A tight squeeze A loud or strange noise

An injury Being in a high lace
.

ACTIVITY #26 -- EXPRESSIVE (SecondarY),

Have students take out paper and pencil and tell them that they are

going to play a word association game. They are to follow.the directions

given, writing the first word that comes to mind. Then read the following

directions allowing only a few moments for them to write each word.

I. Write a noisy word.

2. Wrtte a happy word.

3. Write a smooth word.

4. Write an angry word.

S: Write a light word.

Have students share the.ndisy words they wroVand make a Composite

list on the board. Then ask, "What do these words make you Rink of?"

illlowing time for students to think of specific associations the words

.

-cause them.to reeall, and to share the associations. Continue with,

"How do they make you feel?" and discuss the mood(s) the words arouse.

Follow the same procedure for each category of words.

To summarize this discussion, point out that good writers can use

;

word associations to create a mood. In describing something, they not
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only use words that will create a picture in the mind of the reader,

but they develop a feeling of the picture as well. We can do this by

choosing words that the readers will associate with a certain feeling.

Ask students to think of an experience they have had that they

would like to relive. (Pause long enough to allow contemplation.)

When students have chosen an experience, have them write about.it. Before

they begin writing, however, talk about the.need to paint a clear picture.

Stress giving details that will enable the reader to see'a Picture in

the mind and to sense the feeling of enjoyment the writer felt.

When students.haye finished, ask them to reread their compositions

to see whether they have chosen the best words to express their feeling

of enjoyment. Then .have them work with a partner reading e4ch other's

compositions and discussing the words that effectively convey feeling.
I

Bring the class back together to share ttleir ideas and discoveries.

Discuss:

What kinds of things have we enjoyed?

What different moods were enpressed (quiet, peaceful,
happy)?

Give some examples of words that helped create a feelin
of mood.

You might suggest that students watch for examples of mood in stories

9

and poems they read.

Have students bring to class illustrations of the way mood is

expressed in art and music.



ACTIVITY #27 EXPRES§:IVE(Elementlary/SettindarY)

Choose several of the situations suggested'iielOW (or mike up others
,.

of your own) and, considering one at aitme, ask students to think of all

the possible ways to describe each situation. Do not rush. Give studenti''

time to really think about each situation and ask them questions as needed

to help them think of other possibilities. Write the words and phrases

they suggested on the board to describe each situation.

A day when the temperature is high (scorching, hot,

sweltering, miserable, a day of sunburn, 'a good' day

for swimming).

A day when the temperature is low (cold', chilly,

miserable, invigorating, pulse-stirring).

A big city {impersonal, crowded, bustling, smoggy,

place of crime, exciting).

An uninhabited area (l'onely, serene, peaceful, deserted,

'farsiken, Ian* of opportunity).

A mountainous area (awe-inspiring, rugged, steep,

challenging, impassable).

Someone who wants to do things his way (uncooperative,

independent, stubborn, opinionated, pigheaded,

self-centered, selfish).

Someone who isn't very ambitious (lazy, 'a slow starter,

inactive, cautious about getting involved, preoccupied).

Someone who talks a lot (chatty: chatterbox, Windy,

talkative, a good conversationalist, rattle-brained,

contributes much to a conversation). .
Someone who frequenfly gets in fights (bully, aggretsive,
touchy, hot-headed, spirited, sticks up for his rights).

Something a person has made (han-d-made, homemide,

hand-crafted, crude, unique, original).

Go through each list, askifig students to"ecide which words or

phrases havea 'ftvorable connotation (give a favorable impression) and
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mark those with a 0141 jock through the lists again looking for words

and phrases that haveUnfavorable connotations (give an unfavorable

impression) and mark them with a minus. Point out that when. we speak

or write, we tell how we feel about something through the choice of

( Words., By tNe choice of words, we can create a favorable or unfavorable

atti de toward something or someone in the minds of their audience.

dvertisers deliberately do this by wording their ads to give people/a

favorable impression of their product and create a desire for it.

Pass out the story worksheet (see below) and have the class' read

the whole story through silently to get the idea ofthe story. Then

assign half the class to fillin theeblanks,with words or phrases ,that

will make the perton,in the story a claming, delightful, storybook

character. Have the other half,of.theciass make the person seem

unloved and ugly.

When student'S have finished, ask for volunteers to read their

versions of the story and compare the different word choices

Story Workiheet

Not 'far from the village in a house there lived a

Young,. named Every morning she would

out of bed, dress herself, c6mb her

hair and then to the nearby stream to

wash her and brush her teeth.

The animals of the forest all knew her. She would-sing and call

out to them, holding out her hand to offer them

things to eat she had gathered. When the animals heard her
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ACTIVITY #28 -- (Elemehtary/Secondary)

Explain to the students-that they are going to role-00 a number of

different'people today.' Say, that you are going to read them.a description

of a setting and that the setting will be,very impOrtant to each of the

roles. They should listen carefully to get theNfac s and try"to imagined

1
the place.

The Situation .

Campjprystal is_i primitive forest camp on the.

Crystal Lake. The_camp is 58 miles east of Rig

and approximately 250 miles from Landport, e

town. Because of heavy undergrowth, camp Sites

secluded. Wild life is abundant and fishtng it

There is no electriciti, and water is available f

small spring about a half-mile higher up theitoUn

Then divide studentt into fivegroups and give eai

following assignments to complete individually:

Persuasive .

1. You-are an advertising agent and trying to lute more people to

Camp Crystal. Write a TV comMercial that will make pedmle Want

to spend their vacation at Camp Crystal.



PersuaSive

_

2; You are the cam-manager: You wonder%how so many_problems..
can develop all at once. Complaints from campers all day
longi and then that horrible noise latt night. Write letter
to your boss explaining how difficult this job is. Try to!:
'make the boss feel your frustration.

Narrative

$. You are father and this vacation is the most fun you have
had for a Write a note.to youe friends who work
where you do telling them about_soniething funny that happened
the other day. Tell it in an entertaining way so they will
get a chuckle out of it too.

Express4veL

4. You 4re Mother and find this ktnd of vacation. full of hard
work aldnzPiffes. You have to carry all the water, for
cooking,and.washing, cook all the meals over an open fire,
and try to keep things clean. Animals have carried'off,
part of your dwindltng food supply. You are writing a
letter to your sister. Let her know.what troubles you are
.having, but tell about them in an am sing,way so'she will
think them funny.

Persuasive,

5- YOU are a twelve- -ar-old boy or girl enjoying'a vacation
at CaMp Crystiil day long,ybu'and your dad'hike, fish,
swik_fir just laze around. Write a let er to your friend
at home telling about your wonderful va tlon Ttiy,to make
the friend wish he/she were here too.

When itudpnts have finishedy.let them sharer 17, r wor groups. Rea

thetr Asignment first, and then sha

whether students achieVed their purpos

tave tten. Evaluat

ACTIVITY #29 == EXPOSITORY (Elementary/S

Explain to the students plat man

things are the way they,are, an

Little'children arelliosting with "

4



why is grass green, why does water come out of a faucet when you turn it.
..

on?).,., Scientists perform
experiment.,a0er experimentto find out why

I

things are the way they are.

-Tell the students that primitive cultures also asked and-still ask

why. Why lightning occurs has had a number of. explanations. GiVe,the,-

students the following examples of reasons vatribus Oeoples have given

for lightning, and as you talk, write a brief statemeot,of the reason

on.the board.

The Indians of Peru.,believed that lightning was a god

who causes rain.

Another culture believed that lightning was A flagh.ing

bird.

Another culture belteved that V* great sky-god, whase

voice was the booming thunder; loved oak trees abd' thaVs

he descended from a cloud into oak trees in a flastof

lightning.

The ancient Greeks. believed that the chief of phe gods,

Zeus, hurled thunder bolts (lightntng) as Neapons down

to Earth when he was alry.

Give students an opportunity to shape txplanationt of lightning that

they haveheard or read about. Then ask them what explanations of reason

a sipalT child might think of to explain lightning. A short discussion.of N-%

i'the imaginative nature of small children might help get students thinking

along imaginative rather than scientific lips. Add each of their possible

explanationsto the list on the board:\
A

Next ash students how they would explain lightning. (The dictionary

I

says lightning is "the flashing of light produced b, a discharge of

atmospheric electricity from one cloud to another or from a cloud to the

earth; also: the discharge itself.") Continue to add their explanations to

the list on the board.
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Pirect students' attention to the lfst. Have them think of Ways to
's

group the, various explanationsn4.decide on a classificatin0 for each

grouping. Ash, "Which of the explanatiiins go together? What could \,

this group be called?" They come up with categories such

as:.

Magical or mythological;

Fantasy -la ke;

;-$Cientificor'factual.
- -

rd

Ask. students to think aboUt thevaribus44s.icif explaining another

familiar, natural- occurrence, the surge in plant growth in the sbringttme.

for example, why :does a flower push-i- is head through the ground when' '
. .

.

snow may have- -rely' melted? Why do fir .trees senoVorth new shoots of.0 ,

.. .._

.1ighter green In the spring? Why does the grass, grow sajast in. the

spring that you must mow the lawn nearly ry week?

Have students choose one aspect of plant growth in thespringa

flower, grass, etreeand one kind:of Alanation from the classifications

on the boar0. .For example, a thbughtful sort might try to give a

Scientific explanation of why grass that has een dormant all winter

suddenly begins to grow. Some more imaginati e_students may work out

a fantastic explanationat ljnks worm movement underground, with the

copearance of flowers.)

'ro share their work, students might like to edit their stories,

recopy them neatly, and fasten them together to ke a WHY? book.
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,ACTIVITY #30 -= EXPRESSIVE (Elementary)

Teti ttrestudeptS," they 'are going to lief. hfnking about effect( rather

than .6uses. Ask students such questions_asi 4

What would happens if afIre started in the school? (Wai,

for a number of sUggeitiohs.)

0' What would happen Wall the people on earth lost their

voices? (List the st'udents' ideas.)

Divide the class into three teams. Ask each team to thinkUp five

or six "What would happen if . . ." questions and write them down on a

sheet.of paper, keeping them secret from the other two teams,. or give:

each team two or three of the following

What would happen if everyone
as-he/She wanted to be? .

questions:
.

Could be as large-or small

What would happen if dogs coutd:talk?'

What would happen if everything in the world turned

yellow?

What would happen if all car tires suddenlywent flat?,

tplat would happen if all grocery stores closed up?

What would happen if trees coal' walk?

What would happen if all trOf lights stopped

working?

coldWhat Would happen' if people coux14 jump as high as they

wantedto?

What would happen Mthe oceans suddenly dried up?.

What would ahppen if one strange day everyone in the
world found himself/herself-ten years younger ?.

7..

Then ask Team 1 to read off its first quettori.. The other two teams

will have three ininutes for whatever time you decide on) to write 'down

as many reasonable and-probable effects or answers as they can. .At the
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end oithe time, a captain for each team reads off the answers..: Team 1

will 4cide whether or not each effe.ct is a logical and probable one,

given the event. You will, probably want to ask questions to guide their

thinking: for. each acceptable answer, a team receives one point

Team 2 then reads its first situation, Teamst'1 and 3 respond

Repeat the process until interest and/or time runs, out. You may want

to Play .this_game at later times in the yfr, if the students respond

positively.

ACTIVITY #31 -- NARRATIVE (Secondary)

Tell the students t4 they will be presented with a skeleton.

It will be their job to tejp identify the parts then to add the flesh

to the skeleton-.'

Give students copialigi)f:the.Story Skeleton (on later pageAin
4 ' ro ' '''a ?' "Orrt. ,

.''you go overJt.with them,p, ask them - follow these directionsf-t, rt
.. .. ,

1. MAIN CHAR8CTER 1 0 ,

Write one pi ;hese : marOvowan , boy, girl
. , .or anim0. Name it. 4A:",

SETTINt-
City,'town,,'or,,country.
pa'st, present, or future..

-NATION,
itembers of the cha t 's.Iatii.i

.. -1...-

Ttfies: List whatchar ct
, job p hores)
s t what ch r4t*ailet

es :r -10 stcharacter s 'giratitic4it
e, what he wtihes wain

'wants fito have -r he d 5:n

CNA LEAFS , 4 vt
Lftt,Na-sop-*

Oht-tiP Ot$ Q
a wail it'st g u n

,astronaut andtgoes

1134.
.

w
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HoW:- Tell how he/she leaves (fmagicafly removed, Walks
or_driveS, flies in spaceship). /

5. CHARACTER RETORN'S'AND FINDS CHANGES .

Length of Time-Away:. iltite.how long he/she has been
-:gone (choose a lohg4hough period of time to pfabib'
_to see ..great change):

Chan List_the changes that have taken_place.
auses of:the -Chinges:' Explain why each change has

. 'taken plate.

6. &FECTS'.0,CHANGE.ON_CHARACTER
" Tell_How-Character Reacts to Each Change: What he/she

thinks or does . .

Once they have filled .put 'skeletal details, asK students to flesh

out the skeleton_hy taking aSaet of their. own 0-aper anikdevelOping the

Maiwcharicte titimlayyaht thiSito be one short lesson in itsel,k)

.11Rearance

Personality

4 The6 ask them to-des6ribiOil 'detail the time and place in which the

character'lives. Suggest they think about the kinds of buildings, the

landscapt, and the kinds of activities going on (This can also be a

.separate lesson.)

In a final steer toMeshing o)t the skeleton, ask students to write a

Short paper detcribtnia-Aypical:day in the iffe* the tharactetLIeliglY.

Whitey they write dbOut.this day, suggest that students plant cluesas to

why the character will'be leaving. Example-TalCOf a trip he /she is planning,

to take, unhappy circumstances that would cause the character to want to

leave; the character's .wishes as 'he /she does'bis/her job.or jobs. (You will

niorp. o this,

probably want to break ihiletsokat'Ahls -point.)

Mike: sure students keep theirtkeletons

$ 4
it L.:7*ed,

4.*

NI nsi'17.

point.
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Now that their skeleton is fleshed out, they are ready to take She

final,step and write a story.

You might want to turn'them loose to incorporate the various parts of

the skeleton as they see fit. Or you might want. to.sp ify the structure.

. somewhat as follows: ,/,

-V
.

Step 1: The main character, for somelta90d; walks

,. A around in the. place he/she 1'` 'looking

Old thinking. , A
j

4'4. .

A i % 4

41"..Step 2 : Thie main'character.comes hprr k

his/her family, and prepar ..*.

Step 3: 'The main 'character leavel, .f.,

.5.,.:

asses,

and he/she returns.
,-+.--

,.-

A r '

Step 4: Character walks around an ow lace hastd-

changed; character discovers ,4tlamily has ',
changed; character

,

4 chatiOt.c
'-

Step 5: Character does something: to-end the stow._
.

mi. \.; "4 '
v . V .i.

Once students have revised and recopied thefr stoTiesi*-ask they' fel/
..

share stories in small groups, each gtONAelecttng,an especially 41'

4:: ,'
interesting_ odeone t2,share with'the whole ClasS. /'.',,

Or yoti-oould bind;a11thestoriesinto a class,book th stbdents
A

)

could look at in their- spare time.'
.4,

ACTIVITY #31

Part A -- Expre4Si-ve (Element4ry/Secondary)

=
t

Ask students to imagine themselves in the following situation:.
,, . Y,

-One morning, before'anyone else in their family is
,, awake, they open their eyes and realize that, they have

4`.3. tprned into a birid. "5"
440

.-"r
:Atk students to think about' and discuss any ar all of the following

Amstions. Perhaps they will think of additional points to diV.uss.
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In what position Would theyef

What Would the bed feel like?

What would other things in the room look like?

Phat would happen if grey, couldn't believe their
eyei and. tried td,,rubthem?

Wha t next thielOrthey would do?

'What would they feel like after they realized'this
was no dream, that this.was true--they,really were
a bird? ,

What would they do in order to fly? How would it ilk
feel?

If they flew over and looked at themselves in -the
mirror, -what would they see? (Discuss different
possibilities here.) :

,When you feel the students have succeeded in imagining that they are

birds, ask themlb draw a picture of what they look like as they view

themselves in the mirror. Or if you prefer,ask them to- describe their

appearance in writing. When they have finished, have them show their

pictures Or read their descriptions to each other.

`1, 11Kz
Part-B--Narretive (3econdary)

Ask &tudents ,to look over their descriptions. Remind them that, for
4

the moment at least, they are these birds, looking at themselves in the

mirror.

, 41

Ask students what, they would. do if they knew that they were to remain

this form for 24 hours' and no longer. Tell them that they could still

'think as humans do, but that they could not speak or wcite.
. .

,

The,following queStions might:be helpful to get them going:

. How do you feelgabout this 24-hour situationoou
are in/

;Fr
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How could they make the most of that hour?

You and the students will probably think of other questions as

the discussion progresses.
,

Ask each student to,dhoOse what the form will be and to list the

details of appe ancei abilities, liMitation!, and ideas of what to,do

during' the hour. .

. (

ic After th

they look li

s are done, ask them to either tell about what

at they can and cannot do, or ask them to act out

the form theY'are;' along with someof their capabilities and limitations.

fittD--DescrfotlyeiNarrAtve- oodary.)

Astudents to 're

might de, which they thefigF t of in,

ey c se and possible things they

reviou lesson. Ask them to pick

at least one of,these possibilities and write a vivid account of what

happens, includivhat it flfels like because of their new form.

To get them going, suggett that when they hear-a signal (bell,

boom, twang, an)'tyring), th4 will begin gradually to ehange into their

chosen form. Give the signal and ask a few students to describe what

changes they notiie taking place. (Examole--my body is lengthening;

I'm growing scales; 'thy nose is getting longert) Then direct them to
o

, wr-!te 4both their experiencehow it fe&isid-be something else and what

f
44.happens.

When students.have completed their stories, ask them to reread them,

making needed revisions (suggest the posSi5ility of making themniore

vivid). then,have students recopy thei'r stories neatly and practice

reading them.before preseritfng them to the class.
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After the class hears each adventure, ask for constructive comments

about vivid details and thoughtfully developed poihts of view.

ACTIVITY #32 -= NARRATIVE (Secondary)

To he4 students develop ideas of interest to younger children;

discuss the following questions:

When you write a story or tell a joke, is it easier
to capture the interest of classmates or that of
adults? Why?

'Do, you think you could interest younger children in
'4 joke at a story? How? _

I

Suppose. youlwa.going t2write a story fo a second

grader. What' Would be,an important thing to consider
14Ft2 (Sebuid graderP interepts)

Th4 f *Aye:
_ f4Xljer9 en

se irt4OrS? Kow coultV
think ut*O-Oiat they

e List studentt

ut second graders'
ce.400ye You had with

'end out what they
do?

dA guiding their

the following ideas:
4m1

Remember when we were second graders.

Observe secondfgraders on the playground.

11W1P'. Interview second graders.

C)

The students may come up with other suggestions.

thinking toward

A

Once the list of ways to gather information has been made, focus on

this idea': Remember when we were second graders: Ask students t0 write

L

answers"to the following questions:10-

What were Your favoritellys?.

What did you do for fun?

What kinds of objects did you like?
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Whit things frightened

What were your favorite stories and-TV showtl
(You mightlanalyze the content of these in a
class discussion: Types of reality, types of
characters, types of settings.)

It might be a good idea to write the above questions on the board,

or make a ditto copy, for each student. When students are finishW

discuss their responses and make a class list, starring things that are

common to many of the'vtiffients. Je

Make sure the starred items are written on a permanent chart for the

studentsto refer to'when they begin to write their storied in a later

lesson.

ACTIVITY433 -- NARRATIVE/EXPRESSIVE (Elementary)

Several days before this son is-taught, ask students to bring in

their favorite comic strips or cOmic books that feature young people.

Display them on the bulletin board or about the room for studeats to

read and enjoy in-their free. time.

To begin the lesson, have students name-and briefly discuss popular
ir

-comic itrips that feature young people--what the main character is like,

NOw he/she looksitypical things he/she does. Then ask students to tell

why these comic strips are popular. Brings out the point that the world

of young people--their imagination, limited knowledge, creative impulses,

and constant activity--provides interesting and entertaining story.'

material. When we are around young people, we notice them doing silly,

funny, or odd .thin g4 and they frbquently make a refreshing observation

about the world as they see it.
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ass out the supplementary question sheet (see below) and ask

studentstoAhink about and write down things they rememier from their

own childhood. When they are finished, let them exchange papers; and

have Partners put a check mark by the two idedsAhey think would make

; -
the best comiestrips.

Return papers and have each student choose one childhood incident

to develop into a comic strip story. Most likely they will choose one

of the two their partner checked, but if another appeals to them more,

let them-do that one. Suggest that they need not limit their story to

four picture=squares but may think of it as a selection in a comicobook

covering a page or more. -

Urge them to plan their story carefully. Discuss the fact that a

comic strip story is carried along through pictejes and conversatidt

Students will need to include enough backgroutidlcenery to show their

readers where and when the story takes place. They will need to plan the

conversation to fill the reader in on necessary details and tell the.
o

story. have students plan the sequence they use and how much will

be in each square. Have them plan the numberof pictures they will need
9

and then divide their -paper neatly into squares, using rulers.

,When studenti'have completed their comic strip story, ask them to

chbOse a good name for it. To- share-their stories they might remove the

display of published comic strips and put up their own "originals."
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Supplementary Question Sheet

When you were a child . . .

What interesting discovery do you remembenflking?

0

What crazy thing did you do?

What ideas did,you have that you later discovered werWt correct?

Did yougver figure out an interesting explanation for something?

What do you remember especially likitng to do?

( -

r

What did you especially dislike?
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ACTIVITY #34 -- EXPOSITORY (Elementary/Secondary)--
.

Have students pick out a new word from their newspaper reading.

Display it on the bulletin board or in any other way that is
4

eye-catching.

Suggest that the students look for this word all through their

week's newspaper reading and cut out any article in which it appears.

Have class discussion on its possible rbot, other uses; and meanings.

Discuss the context in which the word was.found andrIn any oth&

contexts in which it appears during the Week.

Have the'students write sentences using the word correctly. .

Encourage them tojlep r,itt.tn
,
any expository'or-creative writing they

4o dur17111 that week and at a -Cater. 'date.

Once the word has become theirs; go on to another.

%

ACTIVITY #35 EXPOSITORY (Elementary/Secondary)

List on the bujletin board (and have the students list in their

notebooks) words trey have discovered and would_like td be abl t use.

Have them either work out from,c4ntext or look up the'meanings and

discuss an other connotations.
4 -0 .

Have tIem write sentences using the new words, play vocabypary games,

or give orally, sentences showing the correct usage.
.

,Let the students add words of, their own to their notebooks, writing

'%.%...4
the meanings, and using them in writing as mu f;tosible.
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ACTIVITY #36-- 'EXPOSITORY (Elementary/Secondary)4,

A news story provides an excellent pattern fol"cletii- writing.. 4
r'

write a good news story, the student busttememOr the five
4t- -0

it? WHAT is he doing? ,WHEREis he doing,it? WHY .is h gjt?

WHEN did it happen?.These must all be in the firgt.one or two

paragraphs.- .
Take a news article and have the studentg underline the five

1

Have class discussions on pyraMid writing and reasons for it.

Once they understand how it'is done, have them write their own

story, making sure that the important facts 'are at the beglinning and

,

that the lesser details go
,

toWard the end.

Pass out pictureswith the captions 'cut off and have the students
t ,t

write g's,pry to go with therb.

. .

/
.

ACTIVITY #37 --'EXPOSITORY (Elemedtary/Secondary)

Remove the headline-and haverstudents write their"own. h sure

to compare with the original- This is fun and makes designing the
c

headline more interesting.

The students will learn to pick out the most important facts.

They will also learn that a headline must be truthful, never misleading.

ACTIVITY #38 -7GPERSUASIVEMPRESSIVE (Eementar,m/Secondary)

Examine'different kinds of newspaper. Writing to see how techniques
, .k

differ. ,Takethe sports pages, for instance. Have the students read

several sports articles, Discuss the figur;es of Speech and the general

k .14
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characteristics of the articles. Compare an atticle on the t page

'with a sports article--notice the differedce in the use of words in

headlines, for instanc*: Have students write their own sports article,

usingfigures of speech,4tports vocabulary, and short -cut phrases such

as 'Hawaii Marines Bomb.Naval Com. 10147."

ACTIVITY-#39 -- EXPRESSIVE/PERSUASIVE (Elementary/Secondary)

Fashion writing callsfor another totally different Style. The

audience is different, so the writing must be different.

4,Havp th6 students compare4the use of adjectives and other color wOrds

in fashion stories with those of sports stories or straight news stories.

After reading and discussion, havp the students write a fashion ,story about

a luncheon, a tea, or an opening night.

ACTIVITY #4Q ---PERSUASIVE/EXPRESSIVETElementary/Secondary)

Editorials, are ideal for learning new vocabulary. U er elementarYi
,

',. ., 04 24
_

5tudents can easily, with some encouragement, write their own editorials.

In secondary classes, they shoUtO analyze the type of writing used to

persuade the reader to-a particular conclusidn.

Have your students answer thele questions:
.

How ddes the editorial make me feel?

Why do I feel that way?

What has the author done to make me feel this way?

.

Was he/she obvious or subtle in his/her writing?

p How does this style ofowritinOldiffer from news
writing?

Why the difference?
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
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BOOKS/ARTICLES R4LATED.TVEVALUATING STODENT,WRITING

EVALUATING. WRITING-4ESCRIBING, MEASURING, JUDGING by Charles R.
Cooper and Lee Odell. 'National Council of Teachers of English, 1977.
156 pages.

Six authors of chapters within this book provide the reader with

information on how student composition skills might be judged. Chapters

in the book include (1) Holistic Evaluation of Writing, (2) Primary Trait

Scoring, (3) Computer-Aided Descripon of Mature. Word Choice in Writing,

(4) Early' Blooming and Late Blooming Sotactic"Struciures, (5)..Measuring

Changes

and (6)

n Intellectual Processes One Dimension of Growth in Writing,

dividualized Goal Setting, Self-Evaivation, and Peer Evaluation.

One of the.most informatiVe portions of this book is found at the

beginning where several mettiods of analyzing studentwrittng are presented

and Oimary trait scoring-techniques are given full coverage:4, 4ers

are able to select from ttlis array of evaluation techuiques,.one or more
.

procedures which will suit their style and time constraints.

FOCUS-4HE CONCERN FOR WRITING_ produced by EdUcational Testing
Service, 1978. 16 pages.

? .
.

This pamphletlietcribes the research studies docmmenting student

IDrhleims in the area of writing. Among the actors that are said to ,

contribute4o poor student writing skills are (1) lack of student

'practice in writing; (2) lack of teacher time; and (3) poorly'prepared

teachers. Solutions to the problems suggested include (1)- y reader





,

programs; her training; 3) holistia-SCeirfrig of essays; and

(4) use of objecti,Ve teits

A GUIDE' FOR EVALUATING STUDENT COMPQSITION--A CEiLECTION Of

DINGS edited by lister- . udfne, 19.H114. National Council of. TectOheti

of tigli-Sh; 1965. 15-2 pages. 4
.te'V;_!

.thin thiS,book may . found 25. articles onevaludting.itudent

writ rn.compgsition.

Ar:

The readings are- grouped into. the f011owi-tig,

categories (1) the audience, (2) the evaluator; (3) the tOtalwriting

pre , (4) communication for the junior hfgh,level, (5) comMun;ication

for the senior i_gh level.

Though a few of the readings ire theoretics1; the readerwill find

a wealthof useful information in the book. Among the more practical

articles are "Managing ,Student Writing," by Sarah Roodr,- "Evaluating

.

Expository Writing," by R. Stanl' Pet rson; "Suggestions for Evaluating.
JunionHigh.Schopi Writing," by Lois G ose and others- and 31-Iwg Types

*

of Grading," kentocky English Bulletin..
t.,;

COMPOSING CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCE: AN APPROACH-TO WiiITTI4G AND

LEARNING IN THE ELEMENTARY GRADES (EXPERIMENTAL VERSIONCEMREL,.INC.),

1979. 108 pages.
I!))

This \book, provides ideas concerning corrective action that, cali

taken jter_analyzing 'student writing via the primary trait Scoring.

system. Pethaps the most enlightening section of -the bOok afisting

Of actual student comi)ositions that have been evalUated by the primary

trait scoring s,ysteni.. following each student writing-attempt is an

annotated comment about-the student's weitfen .work, why it was

-



classified in a partiCUlaL category and brief comments Oft

could do to improvl the pariltillar writing attempt.

A ,

GR H IN- ENGLISH bY' Paul Diederich. National
of Teachers of Engl 1974: -103 pages.

T the author ddes make mention of objective.tests of writing,.
_.

the thrust of the hook isoln student written compopion. Manypf:.the'

coTmegts in th

' ' -

sed upon what,reiearch-.has di scovered about

the evaluation .rent writing.

Among thtmostIntermative sections re those relating to measuring 11

i.;,student improvement in welting, ring resufls to spdents, the

effects of excessive correction of tompo ions, and eight factors on.

which essays dan be 4udged. Two append s, one on-400ics foPessay

tests and a second on learning to write,. are intended to b helpful to

=

an English teacti6-.

RESOURCES FOR IMPROVEMENT=-WRITING SKILLS compilA by Leann R. 'Allier.
Pennsylvania Department,of Education, Bureau of Planning and Evaluation*
1979- v*

_

Thopgh this dodpment is related primarily-tO the Statewide aStessment

program of Pennsylvania, a teacher carrfincimany helpful-idea§ and
.10

resources within the pages.. Among; the moreliejpful sections are organi-
c

rations relatingAo writing and ;ether language) arts ski 1 1 s and 'classroom

actiyities and improvement'str fes relating to stUde itten

composition.



EXPRESSIVE WR1T1NG --SELECTED RESULTS;,

-ASSESSMENT OF41RITING by National Asse%sme
staff, 1976. '49 pages. .

This report provides information on the status of eipressive

7: *
7SEC D NATIO AL"
um? bnal Prog

writing by students across the nation and in various .1;rions. Of

particular interest ttt a reade ight.be the settloWdestribing .;;1,

one orstudent results on "Childr8h tin anThverturned Boat" which was

,

the items" used in 'the .Del aware- wetting assessment.

" -
LANAfogyAND PER UASIVE LETTERWRITING---SELEC D,RESOLTS 'FROM

THE S OND NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF WRITING by National AssessMent .61'4
Educational Progress staff, 19J7. :21 pages. :

O

This. NAEP document" reports -the reylts'of 9, 13, and 17 year-old

students and aP iul ts On ,exercises related to letter writing. D Ore

1Wrolided 4.iii.region .and the
'''nati

s .6 whole. Within, the report; 4.'-'

. -

./ty i Oforailaxion prpvi d 1Leiterto the Principal i''..'. One Of

, .. _ _ _ _

:the items ed in the Delaware as sment.- , _ . .:10

...., : ; : s' . 4* r_
*., , .

*

'WR I TI -MECHANICS, 1969-1074- APgULE OESCRIPTION f)P CHANGES IN

4wRITING_MECHAWS by National `Ass anent 'of Educational Progress.- staff ;

' 1975; 59 "pages. ,i.!. - , : . , &.. :0 _: ; I. ,

°

A;

ThTs document reports, te national decl ini in student wrItft

performance between the first and second national writing .assetiMents

bylikAEP. Among the more interesting findings on the report are that

(1) p9or writers are writing sbOrier essays; (2) good writers are producing

lonRer essays; (3) overall quality of written papers ha declines; and
,

a
(4) .vocabulary used by. students has become simpler.

At

Various problems in writing mechanics are also described for all

agel evel s tested.



40!" WRItE/REWRItE:' SESSMENT REVISION SkILL4 IECTED ,

RESULTS FROM THE SECOND ,NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF WRITING by National
Assessment of Educatior Progre;51 sUff, 1977: 29 pages.

The report describes the types, of revisions, made by students when ?,when,
#

--z. asked to then re villte an essay:,---Thoiigh changes matt by -
a 4 9

tested 9;%13, and 1/ year-old student,s did not typicaily"dange the
, - i

-.,

overall quality of the writing, changeS:NW the area .of `TtrOi bil ity.,

mechanics4 granular, trformatjon and orgarifiation did odc'un.

, .

,-.\-# ANY CHILD CAN WRITE--HO ,W.TO.,IMPROVE YQUR CHILD'S WRITIhG SKILLS_
-- FROM PRESCHOOL THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL Aby Harvex S. Wienet". McGraw-Hill

Book- ComPany, 1978:0- 255. paget':44`'4iV s.
. .

. . ,
. ...,

hi book 'designed fOr.parents; Out4it. will be of benefit .to.
,faders ikt

zgi..prilitIstf and eas

Within tilekges the book-are pFovided very

ye -to implement ideas. for4.the parent to ue,. in

: '- 'encouraging their Children to write better.. ThEriauthor enc
-,_17-::. ,.. ,,-. 1 1 . . .

altrts3o take advantage of the marty opportunitiA, ;no prei

theiftelve;,. reul ting ,i n the development. of ,composition skill s
rt .

. . ik_A. - a.

Among the hundreds of suggestions to the parent are (1) ulsnT.,
7

A ;- -
pictliees Pi, stimulate writing; (2) cutting out words.Sfrom magazines

and then fonnin.g sentences; (31 writing riddleF; (4) using special

eresfs to promote writing; and (5) creative letter writing:
<



IDATED RRoJEETS

Several projects."desigmulAo 7-4

avallable to sehoois through the

it!ualtot sly ilS -writing are

F.litators Progra I P ning,

rM

Rese-arch, 4a.tvaluaiionDivisien; 'Delaware Dep4rtment 901110 Ong Instruct.

.

INDIVIDOALIIED LANGUAGE ARTS: DIAGNOSIS, PRESCRIPTION AND EVALUATINIM
awken,4iew.' Jersey.

# 4de

This' project combines d language-experience apprOtch with ,teohniques

derf,sed yrbm moder lingwi5tic theory to enhance chilArens

,writen composition. iGrade4142)
41.- '

EXEMPLA CENTE fOR READING ;INSTRuCtION (ECRU,- 4a1;-,t Laka pity, Utah,

ECK, halt idelkiried teaehipg techniqyq .important Asir reading success,.

iechniqueS sate rincerporated into Spicific direCti9es during- readingi oral

langu4ge, spelling; diciration,. cifta ;irk q', ,and F ship. instruction..

.

**

teachers)-

riaik- e

NEW ADVENTURE wi...AR14046':(NA IL), TallahaSseef'Flerila. St

The project aims to.develoP, in primary grade children: haSic .iehgvage

and thinking skills; .These inOott,readingo sPelling AO writing', and'are.

taught, through materials Comm@ with stud nts' individual abilities
1;i0 . __.).

in a supportive 'classroom environment, (Grade Ic=3 and elementary faculty)

ANDQYER'S INDIVIDUALIZED READING SYSTEM/ ( IRS), Ancioyer, Massachusetts

Project provides -individualized truction through lesson

Sheets keyed to-diagnostic pretests, to 'help students mast.; basic reading

'III=13 1



and writing skills. A seCondary goal Is to foster enjoyment of
,

,:"

literature. (Guppies 1-6)

;41
CUOMO* _TEAM APPROACH POECT, Westminster, Colorado

'erhei_proJect _conducted regular -classreoni-and includes

instructi onal activities in reading skills, 'language development,
_ .

wfittin4, 'Communication skpls and recreational reading.

Title I teachers 'work with classroom teachers' and afttes..,. (Grades 1-6. -

THE NEW JERSEY WRITING PROJECT,,Monmouth, 'Nev?, Jersey

,,,-%. 'The project is a teacher training program, based ao, the'folr
. /.. ,...,.

assumptions: Writtlyg is .a proces's and a -mode of, learnirfg; 'teachers
1 s 4... '* ,k.'

of 1/citing 'ihould write; tiachers teaching teachers complish
ir-- ,

.

efficient curriculum about dild assessment of writing. ,

enhanCe sTassrdajivpractices, Writing is i rift

Process into itat si-odms. Students Are Instructed

=offeativeteditorial feedback and edit their own paper's as

these of otherse,,,i, (Teachers And students,- gr'ades' 7-11)



4
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE ON MICROFICHE

THE PRO_ BLEM OF DEAD LETTERS:
OF WRITING, Research Series Na. 34
University, East Lansing Institute
21 pages. ED163492.

SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE TEA ING-

4y.SUsan norio,_Michigan gate
for Researth on Teaching, June 197

Comments ofexperienced teachers suggest that writing may be aVotded

in school not simply because of its !inherent difficulty, but be6Use itsr

undertaking typiCally lacks connection teenythingLAse in the lives of
et' r 40,

students or teachers. It if possAle tot teachers Ian best serve the

acquisition of writing, skills by structuring the social occasjoitszwithirt-

.a

. . .

which writing might fundtionHmeaningfwlly, thus creating a situation

similar to that in which children fit4t acquire- language skills:" One- _

second -grade classroom in central M1Chigan in whiCk,:th.tVdren..degreat
_ _

' deal of writing, was studied Cloiely,by reseerchersAurinvone_ichool
._

.year. Jhe ciaSiroom had flormea intodAhe town-opet.*Iprel
.

And ,included such aft Si;T oenfordement04 governing agencies.,.

004tUral and coMmer4ial actfiities, anila postal .system. thfldren wrote
mss % ,

,,pttoen and produced a wide ii0tet/y or documents Their central writing

activtty wasp, writing letters to each other, the r familfog

outsiders as manufacturers of toys and games. The'p temAt
111.1'.

J3etterburg syMbolized the potential efficacy of the students in the

world of commUnication. The report includes items showing the

imoiortance students attached to their, town of "Betterburg" and a table
. _

showing writing products and occallpOns for writing on one particular

day.

0

4

a



SAY
and

TEACHER COMMENTS ON
by Robert J. Marzano
CS203822.

STUDENT ESSAYS.: IT _DOESN'T MATTER WHAT YOU.
and Sandra Ithur, 19770712 pages. ED147864

Twenty-four,tenth-grade Students were randomly assignedto three

groups. as. part of a study of the effects of teacher comments on

student essays. ThroUghout the course, one group received convents,

to indicate faults, one.,grOyeceived, comments correcting eri.ors, and

one group rece 1*1 commentS desi;ned to -fostg thinking.,- At the,
beginning and end of the course, students wrote a sample essay and

co 'tad * short quegtiftnaire to measure attitude toward wfiti

Essayslwere scored holistically arid were also analyzedlor.spelling
isv5,;,errors, 'agreement errors capital i zati on errors, run-ea ,fragment-

4 fwvocabulary measurfd average world length) ,,single word modifier

Stbordinate'claUseS';.and depth of cdvaKance..1the on
..1414_ , '

differente occurred for vocaltalAry;,, growth oti ttPis, .!.( ..
-143e. group receiving convents designed to fdster- was'. - .,-.-

- concluded that the, different types of teaCher commenter produced
...

ca t

about 'the Same improvement in student writing ability.

ABOUT WRITING:'. STRATEGIES FOR SECONDARY ENGLISH TEACHERS by
Mary A. Barr, San Diego City Schools, California, September 1975a,,,,,
61 pages. ED123652 and 0202745.

The activities and suggesIticins presittited' in OM document' for

developing students' writing skills are based on fifteen ideas

outlined at the beginning of the book. Part ike, focusing'on writing

within the English course, suggests activities for the following:

Writing using reproductions of primary sources, writing directed to a

specific and .stgnificant audience, writing by contract, convergent and
r

111 - 11

90



..c

-divergent thinktng in Writiqua, 4041:timedia

approach, coo re writing, i

71114 '''i''' ,:c.,,,

tive,

class anthOlogies, pie diary and the 0 111 .1410g Aid ,"tengory

g
.. '104;X

ii t

writin, role playing, and valUes tiailff '1- Part Two, dealing.

with writing outside the Engliih course, 461tat organizational
,

,descriptions and forms develPped-foritingiabs at two 'California

fcctools. Part Three discusses the contribution of classroom environment

to writing instruction.

10.

_ .

GIVE ME AN IDEA: A LANGUAGE HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS, Volume 1 and 2.
Lynntleid Public Schools, Massachusetts, 1967, 594 pages... ED116218 and

CS20241%

The taro volumestof thttsourcetiook are designed for elementary

Theteachers to hap encouragprchildren%s' creativity., e volumes offer

actiVitfes and suggestidhsfbr language arts teachers who are interested
_ .

in kvariety of approachp to helping dti.06n'appOeciate Poetry; do

efebnrative thinking; understand generic add specific worda4.understand

sentence patterns, sentence expansion, anlisentence.order; and ultimately

transfer these litciOlines'to their ok creative writing. The voluMeS

a%divided intrections which deal with grades 1-6. The activities

include writintto-music, descriptive writing, writing about pets,

choral reading, listing siMilies; reading potty, illustrating poems,

and.rearranging sentences.

,AD ASTRA: CREATIVE WRITING FOR THE GIFTED SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENT,

by Carole Marks Schulkind, October 1975, 42 pages. ED113731 and CS202317.

The paper gives an overview of'the creative writing program at

BOCES III Institute for Gifted and Talented Youth during the 1974 and

111-12



1975 summer ses The five major activiAy areas in the workshop

-sensory awareness; writing, adaimpaniecty criticism

and' revision; ting and publishing a book;' literary analysis; and

writinr and performing drama. Various games, activities, and,

instructional techniques, and materials -for-helptng--the-students become

are: Training
$

proficient in. each of t e areas are described. The three appendices

include such materials as le son plans, asstgnments, and samples of

student work.
--

IMPROVING_WRITTEN_EXPRESSION IN THE ELEMENTARY .SCHOOLS: A
RATIONALE AND PLAN by Prafk B. Brouillet, Washington Offie of th
State Superintendent of- Public- Instruction, Olympia, Wa-shington,
1975, 58 pages. ED112435 and tS202295.

This booklet is intended to help ,people establish goe.."s., objecttves,
.it, ..,

activities, and evaluation .tools for tekthing elements ,y wrAing. The

following'topics are discussed: Practical 'writ.ing; invention, writing
''- .. 4 - : '7 4

games , voice - wr ting, rategi es and tec iqvi, teachers :can"

rw1,4use to enhance personal riti ach114-eammar_dnd wrtfing,
-

evaluating gsowth in iiritingt 6a s object i vss ,

standardized 'tests, schioot atdptintlabi assessment through

learning principles, and identifying $ro

outlines -a- Sequence of steps for developing

of-thildren's wvi ting arif Included.

RI(TINq SEALE, by Carol Sager, :1973, Sages: ED991723
At ..v.,,, -,i

201321. ! i
5g

4. -t. - t ii, -1:
t

to,..asses the..qu'ality---of piec4s of creAltive Writing int, 1,..,,14
..,

'd; i dr high irades ,i5the emiliri ti nig Scale (SWS): '
..ar , ''', .n.

:

. y

ii
,

final section

0104 program. Examples



is intended for use by both students.and teachers or by researAers-.

The SWS contains four scales with four ratined.possible in the Oeas of

vocabulary, elaboratibri, organization:* and ttructure. Validity f

the SWS is cliimed for its being based on'an examinations of w

have said about children's writing.eliab 3y,, for three ad

trained as raters was .97. This doc

The Research InstribientS Project (T

-Research and.Evaluation in 'the. Ep41

is one of those.reviewed fn.

ograph "Measures fOr

uage Arts" publiShed by the

,Committee on Researq)of tOgVNItidnal CouncilofTeacheri of EnOlish

in cooperation with.i4ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communition

Skifls. A TRIP review, which precedes:the document,lists its category

(writing),, title, author, date, 4nd,age range (intermediate, Junfbr

00), and describes the instrument's purpose ard physical charastertstics.

WRITING, THETHE RINNEST THING: TEACH AG CREATIVE WRITING by Janet

Witter and Don Emberlin.. Oregon Association fbr Sdpervisiolt and Curriculum
Development, Salem, Oregon; Oregon ASCO CurriculUm Bulletiff, V N 318,

JO. 439.. August 1973, 40 pages. ED083583 and CS200716.

This curriculum bulletin discusses a *gram teaching creative

writing to fifth and sixth grade children in an atteMpt to improve the

quality of written English. These children w to briefly , very day

throughout The .school year. Every area of t e written language curriculum

is covered. Ugh Student writes ldtters, reports, stories, editorial

estays, nenosi;jries, poetry,. descriptions, and jingles. Samples of

stunts' writings on all these topics; as well as the stimuli used to

eovide the writing are presented: udents write on approaching holidays_

lotions;

, and sensory impicessions. They also

?ascribe objeCtS and people and tompoie stollt from interesting

II1==14



SENTENCE COMBINING:
GRAMMAR INSTRUCTION, NCTE
b.rFrank O'Hare, National
Illinois, 1973, 115 pages.

IMPROVING STUDENT WRITING WI)OUT4ORMAL
Committee on Retearch Repert erigs No.,15,
CbunciLtif eachers of Etigl ish Urbana,

ED073483.

The purpose of this study was to,develop a sentence-comb
.

for teaching composttton toy seventh grade stuitent4,...The exercifes were

deSigned so as to be independent of the students?pflevious knowledge of

grammar. Chapter 1 examines recent studies in language and writing.

The first part of Chapter 2 demonstrates that normal growth in syttactic

maturity can be measured in quantifiable terms.. The; second Stet of pie

chapter describes and suggests a rationale .forieNtence-coMbining
, f

practice;..,Chapter., 3 disc ones the.design and procedures- of

The yes UT ts tlf the study, di scussed n :Ctia;;04. 4;411`, tiiica-te that the

students practicing sentence-combining achieved:a significant -degree

of syntactic maturity, and their "compositions were judged to be

significantly better` in'quaiity than thoie written by students who did'.

"' nth haie such practice. The conclmsions and implications-bf th41-study

arAt:tfdiscussed Chapter
t y

bie improllIM eight

'5; the fact that,Aeventill graders' writing can

rmont s suggests. sentpce,-combining

practice could be a valuable contribUfion to a egiosition program.

eAppendicesprovide sample lssons and Rxercises as well as composition

valuation assignments -

define

Iv .

" NE STUDENT'S-RIGHT TO, WRITE AND COMPOSITION OP.INIONNAIRE TO THE
STUDENT'S_' GHT -TO WRITE, Natfiznal Council, of Teacher§ of English,
Urbana, IT is, Connission on'Composition., 1971,-96 pages. ED068938.

ltrtiVes written by members of the Cede, oft On °Eompasition which

how and why- to teach composition at all school levels are

's .#0 .1r



contained, in this publfttition of the NationalT Council ofTeachers of

English. Each article" is 'on a'major topic and is not a committee

jk re rt, but is based do the 'author's own philosophy and experience.

Among the topics discussed Ire creativity ,' Motivation in teachingf
colilegsition, rhetoric, usage, evalUation and grading tompositions.

The appendix contains questions to stimulate discussion on each article

rhtluded is an opinianaire to be filled out by educators.

RUPIL MOTIVATIM: A REWARDING EXPERIENCE,by irley Nichols,
Maryland Uniyersity, College Park, Maryland Engli Journal; V 8 N 2,
p. 36.41, Spring 1970, 6 pages. ED042763.

o motivate slow 'earners and discipline p pupils, to improve

eW4writing skills, a reinforceme program eveloped

taltimore, Maryland,iWeledon an ip which created'a

ehvironment operated like the business "--ld4 Upon successfuf

etion of assigned tasks, tbe expertmentatlroupv 24 eighth graders,
t^';

the form of currency, exohifigeable foi. sweets or

niourage student to s-norbitract goals,

progress chart served a seconAary reinforoer, motivating student to

seek success ;itself ins ead of concrete awards. The success of the
.

..exPerften401014., emasured througgkgroup a individual cOMparlions with
1,1#07,

twitcontivi-groups, one of slow-learners.aftd the other of low,

regular-learners. As measured' through: objective, testing as well as

!tit/Tough the eachers!_subjective assessments of their students' ,overt

classroom behavlor, the experimetntal group made superior;progress'in

writing skills Alle acquiripg independence anda vAllingness to attempt

theiiunkniown. The exp=eriment ifidicated that a systematic program of

ii I -16
Ayr
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. . !cOtitrete reinftrce
44

learning style a

s practical aril effective in, changing tht'

viors of previously Unmotivated 'students:

7

WRITING 'TO CREATE OURSELVES: A MANUAL FOR- TEACHERS OF ENGLISH'
AND CREATIVE WRITING TN BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
Indian*Education Curriculum Bulletin No. 2, by T. D. Allen and John
Povey. Burpau of Indian A.f, irs, Wash111.00P.0).P..2__NPv_ember 1969._

186 pages. ED036786 and AL 02286.1

This guide.book, the result of several years' work with Indian

young.people-, offers suggest s and on the principle,

that a student's writing imp ortion to.the amount

c .
.- of writing he does. TAupply usiastic motivation is.the

. -firlt
'''s..essential of-all English teaching: Wriiting ban. best begin from *r

. J''''
individual personal eXperience iAther Ethan from the abitkcti'on gf1'0 7 a_

t ' , 7 'ii. jai. *0

an exercise to be corrected.. Even students with the most mebioci-ei . s .4, t
4:1 hiturgl *gift; may be encouraged to write better:than theY of sehillk

4 . "...t. tke -

diwould. The eff ctiveness of the method described in'thii guiA s
II * . r .

k 'thit clt "makes he,Iiidian or Eskimo student .recognize tthat English h
.

can 'be ".. aifehic or" a much, broader ea of -his/ er. experience than ,,:::f.r.;s.

1
'., AV'

'he/she has OfIrrititted it to em4ace ar." S ggestions fl:*

4

motivating indivT6aj s't'udent interest, s ection, writE1:1

rewriting _practices' 4-e di s6.40 bilerryA1 1 en in the} ti004-1

of .her. lifetime of 'work ImN;AmIrican Indian educat,' migond

asqdaheiedtions onIlachi:ng arid irlting iikte-ry 6y. do

on his yeari of ..-IiiteMt- ki cove African, #uth

encouraging them to use he tri i sh language as a medium of creative

expriission.
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FREE-WAY TO WRITTEN EXPRESSION by Hope Bazdarich. Los Altoi'School
District, California, July 1984, 100 pages. ED014482 and.TE000084.

To implement the philosophy that good writing stems from good

thinking and that practice in productivethinking,is a prerequisite

for writing instruction, the elementary teachers of Los Altos, California

prepared this guide for teaching written expression in grades kindergarten

through eight. The objectives are to help thildren (1) think produc vely,

(2) organize their thoughts in writing to fulfill their own purposes:

(.,3)become skillful in the act and art of writing, and (4) apply written

expression to their,own daily living:. In sections for each of the

ohjectives, explanations of the objectives and recommended methods,

materials, and occasibps for developing them are given, sub-sections

entitled "Have You Tried This," for grades kindergarten through two.

Three through five, and six through eight contain suggestions for

imaginative experiences to develop chifdren's sensory,awareness. Their

range of responses to sensory experiences and their ability to make

_ .

fine discriminatidns among-such grammar, punctuation, and spelling are

introduced to help the student meet his Own need for lucid expression.

This - guide, recommendedby the.NCTE Committee to Review Curriculum Guides,

is noted in "Annotated List of Recommended EleMilitary and Secondary.

Curriculum Guides in English, 1967."

CREATIVE WRITING IN THE CLASSROOM--Al ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY edited
by RobertVay, ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills,
1978, 117 Oages.

Over 700 books, articles and other publications related to the
A .

area of writing/composition skills are described within this publication.

9



Tile abstracts are categorized Into various groups, some of 'which.

include (1) the value of creative writing; (2) the teachertand the

classroom; (3) research finding,s;'(4) teaching the writing process;

,(5) teaching fiction and drama writing; (6) responding to student

work; (7)' publishing student work; (8) writing contests; and

(9) resources for writinga

STRATEGIES FOR TEACHIN5 THECOMPOSITION PRO ESS_byCarl Koch
and James. Brazil. .National Council of Teachers o *Stii- 1978,

108 pages-. ED147880.'

Packed with practical clasroom activitiesi.the authorsof thit

document give teachers suggettfons on what be .done to hey,st.udenti

become better writers. The activities ar categorized into chapters

that deal with (1) the Comfort? Zone whichihcludes elementary student

fears about what,to write and improving stu ent self-confidence in
4

writing; (2) prewriyng that relates/to the need to cdrrespond and

planOng the form writing is to take; (3) the Writing Stage

including structuring ideas and Pro acing an eActive, coherent,

well - formed narrative; (4) the Post Writing Stage which stress
.

editing and proof-reading.

HELP FOR THE TEACHER OF WRITTEN COMPOS ION--NEW DIRECTIONS IN
RESEARCH by a Committee of the National Conference on Research in
English, ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Comunication'Skills, 1976,
n.pageg. ED120731.

For the teacher who wishes to focus classroom instructional

efforts on teaniques.and conditions that are likely to have a positive

pay -Ofd, this book should be helpful. The research on writing skills
.



; . -

is reviewed by many conehbutors to the publicatIOn in a fashion that is

Understandable-and uSeful. Factors such as (1) an oral language base;.

(.2) conditions stimulating writing; (3) inner motivation; (4) audiences;

(5) positive reinforcement; (6) writing drafts; (7) sharpening observa-

tion skills in preparayon fo vriting; and (8) creative prOblem-solving

are discussed.
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Exercises 1-5 were provided by the NationalAarsisrnent of Educational Progress, Denver. Coifrado Murtha GA wire provided* the
Rhode Island Assessment Program. Providence. Rhode Island-.
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DIRECTIONS FOR ANSWERING EXERCISES
,

Rultiple Choice Exercises

Some of the exercises in this booklet are followed by several suggested answers. For

each exercise with suggested answers you should fill in the oval beside the one answer

you think is correct or best:

Look at a sample of this type of exercise.

Sample Exercise

How many days are there in one week?

c=0 5 days

c=0 6 days

7 days

c=0 8 days

The oual beside "7 days" has been filled in because there are seven days in one week. ,
..

Remember, when you are 'answering an exercise with suggested answers. fill in only ONE

oval. If you change an answer, be sure to erase your first answer COMPLETELY.

Essay Exercises

Someof the exercises in this booklet will be long exercises, so you will have more

time andmore space for your answers. Your answer should be written or printed

on the blank lines following the exercise. Please use as much of this spaV ci, as you

need.



How often do you &vette 60friething\aolAi so you won't forget it?

2('i[ries
- .

c:=> Never'

O

4-
A-6

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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How often do you write stories for your own enjoyment?

cf Often
Sometimt

cn Never

O

A-7
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Pi

DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
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3. Pat Br wsi has been asked by his clais to irite Mr. Jones to come and speak,

about fety.

Lobk 4 the three invitations on the opposite page. Pill in the oval beside the

invitation which is BEST.

A-8
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3. (Continued)

Dear Mr. Jones,

Our school would appreciate your speaking to us about safety at 9:30 a.m.

next Tuesday, January 3, at Rayburn School. If you are free at this time, please

accept our invitation.

Sincerely,

Pat Brown

Dear Mr. Jones,

I'm supposed to find out if you can speak to us at Rayburn next Tuesday,

January 3 at 9:30? .Please ccept this.

Sincerely;

Pat Brown

C=D

Dear Mr. Jones,

Our school would like foyou to speak to us about safety. Is- that okay

with you We could have you on Tuesday of next week, and you could talk

in our auditorium.

Yours Truly,

Pat Brown

a

cD I don't know.

r 107
A-9
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DO NOT CONTINUE
UNTIE TOLD TO DO SO.
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A

Look carefully at the picture.

These kids are having fun jumpiiig 011 the overturned bOat. Imaging you are

one of the children in the picture. Or if you Wish, imagine that you.Are some-

one standing nearby watching the children. Tell:whit is going an as he or she %.

would tell it. Write as if you were telling this to a good friend, in a way that

-expresses strong feelings. Help your friend FEEL the experience too. Space

is provided on the next three pages.

J

. r

-PLEASE CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE

d
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IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON TIE NEVI' PAGE

PTI
1 2 R

'I'ri ri
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(Continued)

1

r-

V-,

1

at

rip YOU NEED MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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4. (Continued)

i

NO ('ONTINUF
UNTIL T01.1) TO I)() 'SO.



`5. Imagine that your principal asked for suggestions about how to make things

better your school. Write a letter A.) your principal telling hirri just Col4E

thing you ihiuk should be changed, how to bring about the change, and: how

the 'School will be improved by it. Space is provided below mil on the next
_

three pages. Sign your letter "Chris Johnson."

Mark Hopkins, Principal

Martin Intermediate School.

Loden, Ohio 99999

2 it

333 Weat Street

Loden, Ohio' 99999

September 5,1979

a.

IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE.



5. (Continued)

ti

_It

IF YOU NEED MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PACE.
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5. (Cobtinuea)

A

IF YOU NEED' MORE SPACE, CONTINUE ON,THE NEXT PAGE.



5. (Continu2d)

A

1-

I)() NA)! 'oN I INV!
IN I'll I'( )1 1) I o no so
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6. About how much time each day do you
spend reading at home? (Choose one)

Less than_an hour
Between I and 2 hours
Between 2 and 3 hours

co Between 3 and 4 hours
More than hours

Approximately how many_hours per
-day do you watch TV? (Choose one)

Less than_an hour
Between 1 and 2 Kitirs
Between 2 and 3 hours
Between 3 and 4 hours
M Ore. than -4 hours

8.. How-often_are you required to write a.
paragraph or more in your school
assignments? (Choose one)

o

)

At least once a day _

At least once a week
About 'once a month
Only once or WI-Cc yenir
Never

9. When I write something for school-1
teachers usually rate the v ay I write as
(('house one)

CD

Excellent _

Ver_Y
Satisfitetory
Poor
Very l'nor

10. When I write something; I think tije W 4y
I write is .(Choose one)

o Excellent
a Very Goodo Satigactory
C=D Poor
o Very Poor

1 1. How would you rate your understanding
of the English language? (Choose one)

CO
co

Outstanding
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Don't know

12. Of the following kinds of writing; what'
kind do you do most often? (Choose one)

0 Letters
o Essays
c=3, Book Reports
o Term Papers
c Poems

Other

N. Before you write something;_ how often
do you plan vvhatyouill write and how
you will write (Choose one)

A-18

c Always.
Very Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

116
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OBJECTIVE:

ITEM:

STIMULUS MATERIAL:

EXPRESSIVE WRITING

o -

Demonstrate abilit9,in writhIg.to reveal
personal feelings and ideas throughoonventionqi

Children on on an Overturned Boat

4.

a.%

Look carefully at the picture.

These kids are having fun jumping on the oyerturned boat. Imagine you .ur

one of the children in the picture. Or if you wish. imagine that you are some-
.

\,cinestanding nearby watching the children. Tell what is going on as he or .tne

would tell it. Write as if you were telling this to a good friend, in a way that

expresses strong feelings. Help your friend FEEL the expertence too. Space

is provided on the next three pages.

13;3 1,15



SCORING:

4;1111.06. PRIMARY TRAIT: Entrp Znto World of. Picture

Each student writing sample for this item was
scored for primary trait and secondary traits.

CRITERIA1CATEGOR/ES:

6a, NO RESPONSE. NO PURTHER SCORING

a, NO ENTRY INZO THE XMAQZNARY WORLD OP THE PICTURE.
-Respondents write about children, the boat, or about
angthing else to do with the picture. However, there
is only a single statement or the information is too
disjointed to make a point. Random details, hitt
of information, or llists of observations that do not

create a situation; Also include pure .descriptien.,
papers that only report what's in the photograph or

picture.

a, ENTRY INTO THE IMAGINARY WORLD OP rur PICTURE. -

Respondents have accepted the world of the picture.
However, Wilt Control and consistency necessary
ito create a structured presentation are lacking.
Often there is no structure to the world of the
picture. This is evidenced by few internal transitions
and details that don't harmonize. The ideas may
be reified; but don'taake a whole. Lack of
consistency and transitions result in little
logical progression of ideas. On the other hand;
these papers may have structure, but the narrative is

not worked out. There-is little imagination on the
part of the write to create the story. An attitude
may be stated, but it's not illustrated. You do

not "feel" a mood has bean created. Other papers

may have some structure and Eh* outline of story or
the hint of a mood, yet neither are developed.
Generally "2" papers are either undeveloped or
developed in a helter-skelter or confusing'tianner.

GOOD ENTRY INTO THE IMAGINARY WORLD, OP THE PICTURE.
Papers are generally competent. Respondents evidence
control and consistency to'create a structured
presentation. Often thete allpstrong topic sentences
and good transitions. However, the good quality of
the papers is marred by development that is skeletal'

or somewhat uneven. Narratives dispday imagination,
but often are left with gape or other uneveness.
Details may be inadequate, excessive, or unclear.
Attitudes may be statedand somewhat supported', but
necessarily presented to "helkyour friend feel". A

definite mood is not created. The underdeveloped
paper has a definite beginning and end yet there is not



enough neterial to fill' out the Structure or it is
contrived: The unevenly deVeloped papers either
have excessive details or the atructure.is oddly
tilled out.

Mein AND CONSISTENT ENTRY INTO THE IMAGINARY
WORLD OP THE .

rhino pipers. are itcOcturilly whole. ;Loose ands ?level,
been tied up or cut off (although a strong paper
without closure can-be rated in thiscategory).
Papers are consistent. Narratives are well and
evenly developed or Attitudes axe expressed so a
definite mood is created. You do "feel" the
experience. The. structure Is unified and supported by

. Imaginative and evocative details.

iiiidiiii, ILLITERATE. NO FURTHER SCORING.

MISUNDERSTANDS THE TASK OR WRITES ON A TOTALLY
DIFFERENT SUBJECT.. NO FURTHER SCORING,

9 a; I DON'T KNOW: NO FURTHER SCORING.

10,1111.0 SECONDARY TRAIT: Fantasy

Story tries to reproduce the fantasy games of
Children, such Ma pretending to be Wages,
Shipwrecked, or riding Whales. Stating the
fantasy is not enough, two or moil, unelaborated
faritasy Situations, oc a fantasy situation with
at least one elaboration must be present.
,Descriptions of gamee, for example, follow
the loader or king of thee' bill are not
included. Fantasy is more than a literal and
logical explanation of the picture.

CRITERIA /CATEGORIES:

FANTASY IS PRESENT.

2 FANTASY IS NOT PRESENT.

01111114bh SECONDARY TRAIT: 'Insights

Story developes insights into the writer's
perspective on his life or life in general.
The message shribld4te integral to the story -
riot tacked it sentiment. The,genorallzationi

13=5



or 406ial.commentarios can,b. stated
implititlwas well as explicitly. Themes
are often batted:on positive or negative
value statements abOut childhood or adUlthOod;
Peadnisconce (rraileMber when.. .) is not

meaningful or_ititelligeht
statement must be implied.

CRITERIA/CATEGORIES:

1 - .INSIGHTS PRESENT.

& INSIGHTS ARS

.0111111616 SECONDARY TRAIT: Use of dialogue

CRITERIA/CATEGORIES:

T PRESENT.

I - mac? own FROM ONE PERSON IN THE mere THE
ONE PERSON MAY VALK MORE THAN ONCE. NUN Boar
warm THOISTATEMENTS ARE MAZE Br it'll* SAAB' ramp,
OR DIFFERENT PEOPLE, CODE 1. A DIRECT OUOTE OF A
THOUGHT ALSO COUNTS. CAN BE IN HYPOTHETICAL TENSE.

2 or DIRECT QUOTE PROM Two OR MORE PERSONS IN THE Brom%

3 DOES NOT USE,,DIALOGUE-IN THE STORY.

,j11111111h6 SECONDARY TRAIT: Point Of

CRITERIA/CATEGORIES:

1 * POINT OP VIEW CONSISTENTLY ONE OP THE FIVE

cm.ribrit0. INCLUDE .7r1. arRs ONE OF rm. CHILDREN .
AND RECALLING PARTICIPATION AS ONE OF THE

CNILDREW.

2 POINT OP MTH IS
WHEN AN oBsavvam
POINT OP VIEW IS
SIXTH PERSON P

MINIMAL svmmar
POINT OP VIEW IS

comsrtmrpr ONE Of AN OBSERVER.
JOINS TWA' CHILDREN IN PLAY, THE
STILL "2" Juramcrwe =sum MWS

Dig:G. INCLUDE PAPERS pars
NNW DIFFICULT TO riLL WHICH

BEING TAKEN:
O

3 op pm? OP VIEW CANNOT BE DETERMINED, OR DOES NOT.
Comm', POINT or mmi.

13=6



S11114irhh. SECONDARY TRAIT: Tense

CR/TERIA/CATECOR/ES:

1 PRESENT mat - pm? TENSE. MAY ALSO BE PRESENT IF NOT
PART OF THE "MAIN LIN& or THE stoRr.

2 Am PAST TENSE - IF A PAST TENSE DESCRIPTION IS ACCEPTABLY
mown. UP TO PRESENT, CODE AS "PAST. sommirmrs
TIE PRESENT IS USED TO CREATE A FRAME FOR PAST EVENTS.
CODE THIS AS PAST, SINCE THE ACTUAL DESCRIPTION IS
IN THE PAST.

3 - HYPOTHETICAL TIME - PAPERS WRITTEN ENTIRELY IN ME- 'I
.

WERE ON THE.SOAT" OR "IF I WERE THERE, I= WOULD."
THESE PAPERS OFTEN INCLUDE_ FUTURE REFERENCES SUJCH
"MEN I GET ON THE BOAT I WILL". IF PART IS '

MOW:Tit= AND REST PAST Old PRESENT AND TENSE IS
anwrporzyp, CODE PRESENT OR PAST. IF THE INTRODUCTION,
UP TO TWO SENTENCES, IS ONLY'PART IN PAST OR PRESENT

.

18EN CODE HYPOTHETICAL.

CANNOT DETERMINE- rzmt, OR DOES NOT CONTROL TENSE.
IONE WRONG TENSE PLACES TAE PAPER IN THIS CATEGORY).
EXCEPT DROWNED ZN THE PRESENT. ,

B=7





PERSUASIVE WRITING

Beemmeteates ability CO write la response to a
vide ram,* of soclotal deminde and obligations.
Abllltv is defined tO Laclede correctness
le mega. Paaatut40a. sPelling."and
CeosTentton as ApPrepate to particular
smiting tasks, e.g., emmuscripts, latter:

ITEM: 4 Litter to Principal

STIMULUS MATERIAL:

SCORING:.

111211h PRIMRT

CRITERIA/CATEGORIES:

NO NES

Una Ow that your principal asked for suggestions about to make thbigs

better in yomir abbool. Write a letter to your principal telling him just ONE

thing you think Would be changed, how to bring about' the change. and how

- di; school will b improved by.itr. Space is provided below apd on the next

throe pales; Sign your letter "Chris JohnSon."

Mirk Hopkins. Principal

Mazda Into /ate School

Loden, Ohio 99999
.0.

0

433 Weit Street,

Ohio 99999

September 5, 1979

stndent.writing samples on this item were
acted .for primary trait and mechanics.

J

Defining and Defmrsd43mg a cluing*

Do Nor *MS MD STEAD A MM.
marl "J" morn de net propose _& or identify
A- j -00; theg-are simpag itatemente Of attltedei

.
jedgeemati dimarei or dissatisfaction. Other wx-
pump, 40 "ident tg a problem or recomelaid,a cheogei
but dO'not explain how to implement the change.or
solye_the problem. They de not tell how the school'

will be-benofiteC

B-8
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NOM: An elaboratelg'detalled description of a
problem should_ not be scored higher than:
"1" If no,solution is iftritified or defended.
Lists of_probleme or changes should also be
scored "1".

xespangsrs STATE A CRAW= 271237 WANT WADE 1W THEIR
SCHOOL- OR-A-PROBLEM -THAT asZVIWG, IN ADDITION,
nor moor TN= a) WV 20 BRING ABOUT THE AN OR
Mae THIS Pia:WLENA OR SOWxar::x z . saiooz tau
BR 27WROVIDIN r4F PROPOSED MANGE OR SOIDTZON.
Some 2" papers da present all three elementsi but
the_ seasoning is _not developed. Some ore In a
sketchy, Skeletal, rudimentary form that is basically
a bare outline. Others are disjointed or the ideas
aren't related (solution doesn't solve problem,

:behefit isn't related to change, etc.),

DRPINR AND WEND A =NOE
Papers state:a change or identify a .problem, explain
how to bring about the change or solve the problem,
and tell how the change ill benefit the Schaal.
Reasoning is used to expand orexplain at least one
Of the elementsi For *Teeple, there might be.A
'detailed plan for bringing abOUt thi change, an
enumeration of the 'benefit* or an elabOrate_
explanation. of the problem. Theo. papers differ
from "4" papers in that the development is uneven.
One element is well developed while the others may
be only asserted or barely mentioned.

NOTE: Sometimes the elaboration of a severe problem
(drugs, race riots, etc.) can convey a
sense of_usgency AO that the benefits of solving
the problem are readily apparent._ Since these
benefits seem evident, they need-notbe stated.

0 trsrmarramp, DRPINR AND DRIIIND,A CNANGR.
These papers have All'the elements of "I" papers.
addition, they_cast h material in a systematic
structure which reflects the lOgicalNsteps in the
prooese.of Bringing about the change:at least:2, and
.possibly all.of the elements are eirpinded so that the
various, issues are:related to each other. and to the
proposition being defended.



- HECEgfIca SC9RI$G-

The teat. itlaik d011bing; with. the letter to. the principal is

acored,; for teetheSi4.0". step. all. primary. trait. The next few pages

present, the. rinse theC era, ftillOssiAd to. detect errors in writing

mechowica. These. riilet. c.dn. also be used by the. classroom teachers in

judging written; work proAiced by the ettuden.t in iiChool..

The Scoring. &ilea

These Scoring =4 descrietly4 de!' were
dasigii61 to allow the 110441E 11* *IOU-
ity as possible under; existingnalea CO*Ct,
Writing; conmquently; arty. tin* rig, apt/gni-
ties on mechanics diasigreed,the most informal
interpretation was mock

t.f a paper was illegible* which meant it was s
undecipherable and could not )14 lAtelliffiblY
interpreted, it wasted.thtahrse. 44 such. and
received no further scolln*. Whenever 4writer
simply copied. seers, or: Wed: 90144 wards,s
the piper was cow bli0K4 1P44P1Pg.
less and received hxt Ned* teoriniklA nekther
of th". situation appWii kim U)o SPOrer.
proceeded to w *,scorn foliClv**_Pal*VaPlis'
sentences,_ ponctinktioni 145941;411.k, WIC,Ward-
MISS, spelling, word choice and capitalization-

PAW***
L

There were three possible dWicriptiooa for a
paragisph: paragraph used, paragraph coher-
ent and PetagraPh develOped, lkerY,I,Pitr had
at Wild COO patagnsph to it 44 into one or
thee* three orLegolielf

Paragraph used indicated the mph wee.
ussatiallY, a Viral devt4ei T4t WP* usgd
indenUttron, skipped a.lipe os stopped in the
middle of a line and, started back at the
t114111* but the iparawaph was neither COilet-
ant nor -developed. The one-sentence para-
graph generally was placed in this category.'

r
Paragraph coierent indicated an interconnect-
edness amen; sentences and among the ideas
of those sentences. The relationship of each
sentence's Wes to the ideas tat preceded and
followed it was clear. In other words, when

13-4?

:`reading a coherent paragraph, the reader
thOuld neves have been confused about the
Order of rte parts or their relationship to each
other. Paragraphs that were overdeiTelopecl
that is* contained two or more :coherent
peragraphs were -marked coheteat.

Faragiolt developed indicated that the pars-
eraph * an expressed or an *Plied topic
sentence, which identified and limited the

- centzal area of concern in the paragraph, and
that each addition* sentence, in an orderly
manner; added to or explained something
about the main idea embodied in the topic
..sentence-

Sern-ith

Every sentence in an essay was categorized.

A fused sentence contained two. or more
independent clauses with no punctuation or
conjunction separating therm if, hOwever, the/
first word of the second independent deur*
was capitalized, each sentence was scored
separately and the paper was given an end-
mark error. Sentences that were scored as
fused were not also given a semicolon punctu-
aticin error as that would have. resulted in
scoring the same error twice.

On and 'on sentences consisted of tour or
mine independent clauses strung together
with conjunctions, a conventional mark of
punctuation or a combination of both. The
conjunctions did not all need to be the same.

A comma splice was noted whenever two or
more independent. clauses were joined by a
comma instead of a semicolon or a coordi-

1 el 7"-tit



biting confUndlion. Again, if the fkst word of '
the second ,iiideperident 'Claw* was capital!.
lied, each sentence was scored_ separately and
the papa was given an end-Mark error. H

Whenever a *titer wrote the independent
Clauses, one fused and one spliced; it was
scored as a cann* splice.

. .

An intellect sentence fragment was any word
poUP0 ; Other than an Jiadependent Cleiite,

---vrritten-Niand-piniertilatecl_ like_a_sentenceizAIL. _.. - --

fragments were. automatically counted as awit.!
ward ;_ therefore, they were not individually
scored as such. However, fragnients contain-
ing agreement errors were so scored. When the
subject of a sentence .`was understood, the
sentence Was Coptidered complete.

A correct fragment Ire one used in dialogue,
for emphasis, or as an. exCliutiation. .

A simple sentence was a 'sentence, that Con!.
tained.a subject and a verband may have had
an object or a subject complement.

A simple sentence with phrase was anyiimple
sentence that contained a phrase, regardlest of

. the phrase's function in the sentence. Phrases
were lbesely defined as any Closely related

: group cif words t.hat did not contain both a
noun and a verb. They included prepositional,
infinitive, gerund and participial phrases, as
well as appo4tives, nominative absolutes and
verbals..

A compound sentence ; was two or mare
independent clauses joined by ,something
other than a comma.

A compound sentence with phrase contained
at least one phrase in one of the independent
clausas.

Complex and compoundcomplex sentences
contained at least one independent clause and
one dependent clause, which 4vas defined as a.
group of words that could not stand alone as
a sentence but contained both a subject and a
verb. A writer was ,given credit for using a

dependent clause regardless of its function in
the sentence unless the clause was the object
of a preposition, in which case only the
phrase was scored.

A complex and compound-complex sentence
with phrase contained at least one dependent
clause and one phrase. Included in this cate-
gory were dialogue and sentencesecontaining
parenthetical expressions:that were clauses.

Punctuation

Every punctuation error was scored :at the
,point where the error occurred, as opposed to
grouping them together at the end of each
sentence. Errors of commission and errors of
Omission were scored for commas, dathes,
quotation narks, semicolons, apostrophes and

end marks._ The guidelines for scoring were
based on the most informal rules of usage.
The writer was generally given.i.he benefit of

doiibtk

Rules used were:

A. Commas and dashes

1. A series of three or more nouns,
verbs, sihrases or dependent clauses
must be separated by commts. The
comma before the conjunction is
optional unless the items in series
are dependent clauses.

126
-11

Tliere should be, no comma after
the. laSt Word in a series unlesa a
completf sentence follows. In this
case, havrever, a dash is more ac-
ceptable:

If the series &arts within a sen-
tence, which& copplete without it,
a dash must, precede end follow the
series.

If there is a coordinating conjpnc
don between each , item in the
series, there is no ptinctuation.



ti

2. Two or more equal adjectivrs must
be separated by commas if there is
no coordinating conjunction. There
is no comma between the brit adjec;
live and the nem it modifies.

3. A nonisttictive modifier -- apposi-
tive, phrue or clause must be set
off frets the reit of the untence
with eommes. A nonrestrictive
inodiffer--dbitritiel -and adds infor-
mation but dot* not point out or
identify; the Sentence does not
change radically or become mean-
ingless when the modifier is omit-
'tad.

4. Commas must precede end follow
titles end degrees (when they fol-
low a name) int they must follow
elements in dates, places and ad-
dresses.

**.

ROM1311 numerals are not ptinctn-
.

The comma between a mont and a
year W optional when the ir no
date. But, if there is one ter the
month then there m be one after
the year..

5. Commas !ULM , sep e a noun in
direct address from e rest of 4the
sentence.

,
8. When a dependent clause, gerund

phrase or absolnte phrase starts a'
,ten6e, it mutt have a comma

it.

en a long (arbitrary five or more
wards) prepositional Phrase starts "a
sentence, it must be followid by a
comm If it is short and there is no
possibiiitq oeCOnflision, the gamma
is optionaL

ao-

8. Separate mild interrupters Prom the
'Yes: of the sentence, with commas..

y.

Mild Interrupters may be parenthet-
imd ekpressions (by the way, on the
other hand, in my opinion), transi-
tional words (nevertheless, conse-
quently, therefore, however), well,
yes, no at the beginning of a sen-
tence.

NOTE: The benefit of the
loubt was given with well,
yes, no at the beWnning of a
sentence. If the writer omitted
the comma and the meaning
was clear, a comma Nu. not
required.

9: Daihes indicate a sudden change of
thought in a sentence.

10. Dashes indicate a summarizing
.thought or an afterthought added

- to the end of a sentence.

11. A transition al expression preceded
by a colon, semicolon, comma or
dal& is follo*ed by a comma.

B. Quotation.marki
.

1. In dialogue, quotation marks must
go around what said. Separate
who said it from what is said with
commas. Periods and commas go
inside quotation marks. Must be
clearly inside or is an error.

_

2. If one set ot quotation marks is
present, there must be two. Mark
one error. Location of quotation
marks other than for dialogue is the
writer's prerogative.

127
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NOTE: ;t was not considered
an error if single marks were
used instead of double marks.

. Colon

1. A complete sentence introducing a
series must have a colon after it.



2. When an introductory statement
contains anticiptitory. words ("the
following," "as follows," "theie,"
"thusr etc.), there must be a colon
before the series..

3. A colon must be used if the series is
listed on separate lines.

4. Use a colon when formal quota-
tion is Introduced without using a
form of the verb "to say.",

NOTE: The benefit of the
doubt was given in other cases
of colon use. A writer did not
receive a punctuation error un-
less it was clearly incorrect.

D. Semicolon

1. If a compound sentence has
commas in both of the independent
clauses, a semicolon must precede
the conjunction.

2. If a comma b used for one rule in a
sentence and if a comma is needed
for , a second rule but to use it
wduld cause confindon, a semicolon
must be used for the rule that
.crates the longest pause. (The
semicolon must continue to be used
in every place where that rule ap-
plies is the sentence.)

3. Tiro independent clauses can be
separated by a semicolon or a semi=
colon and a connector. (The
COMMA after the connector is op-
tionaL)

NOTE: In cases . where the
was _ missing, the

was nal- scored for a
punctuatibn ergor as this had
already been done when the
sentence was designated as
fused.

U a compound sentence had a.
comma in one oi the independent'

8 -13

cktuses, the writer could have used
a semicolon, comma or no mark at
all preceding the conjunction with-
out-being scored for an error.

E. End marks ,
Every "sentence" had to have some type
Of end punctuation if the neat "sen-
tence" started with a capital letter;

NOTE: End punctuation was not
gained for appropriateness.

If the writer omitted end punctua-.
tion but began the nest sentence
With a capital letter, a punctuation,
error was scored rather than a fused
sentence.

If there was no end mark following
a fragment, the error was not,
scored unless the fragment occurred
at the end of the essay.

F. Apostrophe

. /us postrophe ('S) is used to form
the possessive of nouns, singular or
plural, not ending in s.

12

2. Use 's or,' to forin the possessive of
singularfiotds ending in s..

NOTE: The benefit of the
doubt was given in this cate-
gory, particisluly on cases
concerning proper names.

Use ' without 'Om the posies-
sive of plural nouns ending in s.

3.

4. Use 's to form the possessive of
indefinite pronouns. ,

5. Use 's with the last noun to show
joint possessioriin a pair or series.

Use 's with each noun in a Pair or -

series when each noun is possessing
something separately.



6.

NOTlik The .binefit of the
doubt sma siva when the
intn460 lumilang was not
clear from the context

Use ' to show omissions or contrao
tio s

NOTE: Plurals of numerals,
katers, srabeis and words
involving ON l*Olitieph were
scored under spelling.

14 Wafted possessive or an
Uneftemary possessive was
'Tad Ss a word - choice error
for. rong case.

Additional Comments About/ Scoring
Punctuation:

/
1. Credit web always ;Wien for use of

`the least-sophisticated punctuation.

2. Punctuation errors that were not
defined in the ituide were disre-
garded.

3. Run on sentences were not scored
for colons, semicolons or end
marks -- unless / the end mark was
missal's at the very end of the essay
or unless the/ next sentence began
with a capital letter. Errors in inter-
nal commas, quotation marks and
apostrophes were scored.

Agreement

A, sentence Wissi scored for en agreement error
if at least one error was present; Muitilge
errors was col scored. Agreement took prw;
cadence over spelling and word-choice errors.

Mules used for subject/verb and pronoun/
antecedent agreement were:

A. A compound suci with an '"and"'
- takes a plural.

EXCEPTION: Compound subjects
connected by "and". but expressing
a singular idea take a singular.

B. A collective , noun takes a singular when
refening to the group as a.unit but takes
a plural when the members are active as
individuals.

C. Some nouns are written u plurals but
have a singuliir meaning. When used as
subjects, they take a Singular.

D. Some nouns_ are written as plurals but
have a singular meaning. When they are
subjects, they take a plural:

procCeds trousers
scissors pants
goods

E. Some nouns have the same form in the
plural as in the singular. These nouns
take the singular r the plural depending
on the context of the sentence.

EXAMPLES:
Th; series of concerts looks excit-
ing-
Both series of concerts look excit-
ing:

Many nouns ending m "ics" (economics,
statistics, politics, ethics, etc.) take a
sineulsr or ph-Fiadepending on how they
are usW... When they refer to a bOdy.or
knowledge or a cqurse of study, they are

. singular., When they refer to qualities or
activities, they are plural.

A title is singular.

EXAMPLE:
The Canterbury Tales is a comedy.

. .

G. After who, which or that, the verb must
agree with the clause's antecedent the
noun to the left of who, Which or that;

B - IA



Timei amounts of money and quantities
are singular.

L When a phrase is the 6ubject of a
sentence, a singular verb ant be used.

Rules used for noun/modifier agreement
were:

A. "A" is used before all consonant sounds,
including sounded_ _"h"e-7 a house; long
"u" a unit; and "o" with the sound of
a w a one-week Workshop.

B.

NOTE: The aside before humble
must be "a"

"An" is used before. all vowel sounds,
iziolWing silent "b" an hour; short
"u" an umpire.

NOTE: If the word was misspelled
and the modifier agreed with the
Misspelling, an agreement/error was
dot scored 7 an =able' man, an
oust,.

.

Rules used for "Subject/object pronoun usage
wera:2,

!*

A. Subject pronouns I; you he, she, it,
we, they who. Use when the pronoun is
the subiect of a verb.

. -
Object prtinouns me, you, hint, her, it,
us; them, whom: Use when the pronoun
is lhe direct 'ect, the object of the

ft? preposition or e subject or object of an

4
Rules used for tense shifts, within a sentence

Use present perfect. with present or
present progressive.

B. Use -past perfect with past or past pro-
gressive.

C; Ur future perfect with futiire or future'
progressive.

-4

tz;

Definitions of Tenses

A. Present tense happening now.

.B.

O. Future Aense_== will happen any Jima in
the future.

D. Present perfect = refets to an action that
*at completed in the past but is part of
a series __of actions that the writer as;
Minns will continue in the present;

Past refers to an action that
was completed in the_ past before anoth-
er event occurred.

P- utbre perfact== fers 'to'an action that
will be completed by a specific dine in
the futufe.

Past tense happened any time in the
past.

G. Present itgrettive tefers to an action
that is in progress.

H: Past progreSsive refers to an action
that was in progress.

t. Future progressive refers to an action
that will be in progress:

Awkward

A sentence was scored for awkwarness once,
regardless Of the number' of faults In that
sentence. If a sentence could- be fikedeveral
ways, the various changes involving more thin
one word, the sentence *tits scored a* awk-
ward; The scorers were cautioned to .core
what they saw not what they thought thex
saw; It was very easy for a scorer to automati-
cally edit a sentence or force an interpreta-
tio wbich corrected an awkward sentence.
Scorers were also advised to check for con=
junction errors before scoring a sentence as
awkward;

13j
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A. Faulty subordination putting the main
idea into. a dependent clause and a
secondary idea into a main clause.

B. Unclear pronoun antecedent\

EXAMPLE:
Peter was asked to bring in Mr.
Cary's report when he came in.

Danglinglmisplaced) modifier.

NOTE: Benefit of the doubt was
given on word placement.

D. Omitted or extra wards.

1. When part of the verb (ausiliag or
main) was missing. Wheh the sub-
ject or the entire verb was missing,
the sentence was sbored as a frag-
ment.

. Two similar Wjectives were scored%
awkward for redundance.

EXAMPLE
the .big, 'huge river

3. Other redundancies were also
'scored as awkward:

EXPLE:.,
When is it at?

4. A double negative: was scored awk-
ward for extra Words.

E. Faulty coordination

.7wo- or more independent clauses that
are written as one sentence but ye not
logically related:

Mixed or ,ill4ical, constructions like
faulty. parallelism.

Split construction.

I. A split infinitive occurs when a
modifier- is inserted bertveen "to"
and the verb form. .

NOTE: There are occasions
when splitting an infinitive
produces the smoothest sen-
tence. The scorers were told to
use their ow judgment.

2. Separation of subject and verb.:
parts of a verb, or verb and object
can be awkward.

Wards Spoiling ,

Each misspelled word was scored (agreement
took precedence over spelling) into one of the
following categories:

A. Reversal This type of misspelling is the
result of a perception Rfoblem related. to
reading. The student Who has difficulty
with reversal will Mike the 'same mistake
throughout the paper.

Letter reverts' The student writes
a letter backwards (b/d) or upside
down (m/w, b/p, u/n) and in so
doing forms another letter. This
includeecjig confution if the error
is consistent thr?ughout the paper.

2. Word reversal The student re,
verses tillooicler of letters in a word
(was/saw). This fault usually in-
volves two- or three-letter words
and will appear afore than once. in,
the paper. -

'NOTE: A aeversed letter that did
not result in .a different leiter (2. 7,
j) was not scored. The benefit OY
the doubt was given in n/in, iie,
u/Nv discrepancies.

oralB. P1

1. Plural not formed (clearly not an
agreement problem).

iXAMPLE:
United State

Phiral kornied incorrectly.



C. Phonetic attempt - Spelling the desired
Ward In a manner that reflected \the
correct, ,prOnuntiation Of the wo;'`an
incorrect spellingthat, when pronounced
aloud, sounded _like. the correct pronun-
detiOn of .a legitimate Woid that would
fit into context.

Ironic:04m coatition was incl4ded in
this _category arid MILS not scored as a
WOrd=chOide error. The scorers were told
to use tip& own judgment in scoring for
trphonetic attempt.

D. Other spelliitg error --Included wrong
word division at the end of a line,
beginning a sentence with 'a numeral,
making two words into one (ilot). mak-
ing one word into two _([room mate] ),
superfluous plurals (parking; lots), groups
of distinguishable letters that did not
make' a legitimate word, groups of distin-
guishable letters that did not reflect. the
correct pronunciation of the desired
word.

NOTE: A "misspelling" that resulted in
another word was to - be scored within
the context of its sentence. It was up to
the scorer to determine whether this was
a spelling error'or a word=choice error.'

Abbreviations or any mistakes associated
with abbreviations (spelling,. punctua-
tion) were not scored as errors.

the wrong one. Conjunction here refers
to coordinating and subordinating con-
junctions.'

NOTE: The American. Heritage
Dictionary accepts "in" for "into"
and "on" for "onto" * informal
usage.

Word Choice

A word-choice error resulted when one word
was used instead of another, which would
clearly have been better. If a particular word
could save been changed one .or' more ways,
any of whibh would corrected the
diodea error, the word was scored -as a
word-choice error. Each word, considered to,
be an inco#gect choice, was scored into one of
the talk- categories: _

; Structure word error The writer needed
a prepoiition or -conjunction bit. used

Is

B.

"Like" for "as," " for "as if"
or "as though," "it" for "whether"
are gaining acceptance. They were
not scored as errors.

'ether word-choict errors included' form
words (nouns,' verbs, adjectives or at1='
verb) that were off by some shade of
meaning and words to which the scorer
cotdcf, not assign any or only one logical
meaning. Other word - choice errors in-
cluded the

1.. : WV:mg Pfmciple part bf the verb
(del* not agreement or
ward).

E3UNIPLS:.
The bicycle V183 broke;
the stole treasure

2: Atterapted verb, adjective or adverb
fOrnis that are nonexistent or wino-

;ceptable;

EX,JAPLES:
beautifulest
busted

NOTE: Other word-choice errors
took precedence over other spelling
errors whin a wrong word was
misspelled.

Agreement and awkward took pre-
cedence over other Word-choiee
errors and etructure words. if a
particular word could have been
changed one or More ways, any of .' which would have corrected the
diction error, the word was scored



as an -Cittilit Word Choice WITOr
the sentences could have been fted
several ways, the salience was
scored as awkward.

Capitalization

Words were scored as capitalization errors in
the following situations:

A. When the first word in a sentence was
not capitalized.

B. When proper nouns or !adjectives wi
a sentence were not capitalized.

1,;

C. When the pronoun 1,10as not capitalized.

Paps written or prIht0 in all capitalittera.
were not scalable for capitalisation.

Y.

tilegibli Wird

Scoters were esked-to try- -to daCipherlland.,.
writing as best they could. Le they were able
PI decide what a queshonablit word was, they
were told to trace the letter' of rewrite above
the word. If a word could not be diterniinetL
it was scored as illegible. U hitters. could be
distinguished; the word was iCored as an other
spelling error.

CoUrtesy of NAtiohal Assoaamant of Edotatiotal Progress.
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TYPE OF WRITING EXERCISE: Expressive. Writing

Demonstrate_ ability in wri tipg to revel personal feelingsOBJECTIVE:

ITEM:

AM ideas through convehtio-a.. 4iscoo e

Children On AeOverturnedJlOat

STIMULUS MATERIAL:

SCORING:

L

LL,

Mt

q

Look carefully-at the picture.

These kids are having fun jumping on the overturned boat.
Imagine you are one of the children in the picture. Or
if you wish, imagine that you are sodeone standing nearby
watching the children. Tell what is going on as he or
she would"tell it. Write as if you were telling this to a
good friend, in a 'way that expresses strong feelings.
Help $.9pur friend feel the experience too. Space is provided.
on the next three pages. -,

Each essay will be scored for primary and secondary traits.

(1)
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SCORING: Primary Trait

TRAIT Entry Into Imaginary World of the Pictures

SCORING CRITERIA b CATEGVRIES

,

I = NO ENTRY INTO THE IMAGINARY WORLD OF THE PICTURE. Respondents

write about childreh, the boat, or about.anything else to do
with the picture. HoWeiVerc there is-only 4 single-statement or
the information is too disjointed to make a point..

2 MARGINAL ENTRY INTO-THE IMAGINARY,WORLD OFTWE PICTURE.
Respondents have accepted the world of the:picture.. Mo4Overi

:
the control and consistency necessary.to create a structured

Presentation are lacking4 Or, these paperS_may have structure
but the narrative is not worked out There is little vk

tmagihatiehAih the part of writer to_create_the story; ,
Generally "2"_paperS are'elther underdeveloPed or developed
in a helter-skelter or confusing manner.

3 = GOOD ENTRY -INTO THE_IMAGINARY WORLD OF THE PICTURE; PaperS'

are generally_COMpetent. Writer shows_control.and consisten0
to createia_StrUCtured_presentationi Howeveri the good.
quality -of the papers is marred by development= that it

skeletal or somewhat uneven. 'Details may be inedeqUatei.excessirl

or unclear. TheUnderdeveloped paper has' a definite'beginning
iarid end, yet there is not enough matertaltojill_out the

structure ,: or it is_;contrived. .
The unevenly developed. papers

either have eXCOSOWdetails or the structure is oddly filled

4 = EMOTIVE AND CONSISTENT ENTRY INTO THE IMAGINARY WORLD OF THE

PICTURE. :These paperi are structurally whole; Loose ends_have.
been_tied:Up Or:cut off (although a strong paper without closure

can be -rated in this category). Papersfare,conSistent_
Narratiiits are well and evenly developed. You del f--1" the

.experitote. The structure is unified' and supported,b
imaginative and evocative details.

;'

5 = ILLEGIBLE, ILLITERATE, NO RESPONSE, MISUNDERSTANDS THE TASK OR.

WRITES RN A TOTALLY DIFFERENT SUBJECT.

(2)
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SCORING:

TRAITS:

.

Secondary Trait

Fantasy, insights, use of dialogue, point of view.,
tense

SECONDARY TRAIT: Fantasy

Two'or,ore unelaborated fantasy situations,_or a
fantasy situation with at least one elaboration must
be present. Descriptions of games, for example,
follow-the-leader or king-of-the-hill are not
included. Fantasy is more Via a literal and logical
explanation of the picture.

CRITERIA/CATEGORIES:

1 = FANTASY, IS PRESENT

2,.= FANTASY IS NOT PRESENT

SECONDARY' TRAIT: Insights

Story develops insight's into the writer's perspective
on hiselife or life in general. The message should
be 'integral 'to the story--not tacked-on sentiment.
The generalizations or social.Commentaries can be'
stated impjicitly as well as explicitly. Themes are
often based on positive or negative value statements
about childhood or adulthood. Reminiscence (I
remember when . .) is not enough, some meaningful
or intelligent statement must be implied.

CRITERIA/CATEGORIES:

'I =-INSIGHTS, ARE PRESENT"

2 = INSIGHTS ARE NOT PRESENT;

SECONDARY TRAIT: Use of Dialogue'

CRITERIA/CATEGORUS:

1 = DIRECT QUOTE FROM ONE PERSON IN THE STORY. THE
ONE PERSON MAY, TALK MORE THAN ONCE., WHEN IN'
DOUBT WHEThERsTWO STATEMENTS ARE MADE BY THE SAME
PERSON OR DIFFERENT PEOPLE, CODE "1." A DIRECT
QUOTE OF A THOUGHT ALSO COUNTS. CAN BE IN -

HYPOTHETICAL. TENSE.



2 .= DIRECT QUOTE'FROM TWO OR MORE PERSONS INS
THE STORY.../

3 = DOES NOT-USEDIALOO6E IN THE STORY.

SECONDARY TRAIT: Point of View

CRITERIA/CATEGORIES:

1 = POINT OF VIEW, IS CONSISTENTLY ONE Of THE FIVE
CHILDREN. INCLUDE "IF I WERE ONE OF THE
CHILDREN . . :" ANO RECALLING PARTICIPATION
ASIONE OF THE CHILDREN.

2 = POINT OF VIEW. IS CONSISTE YANE OF AN OBSERVER;
WHEN AN OBSERVER JOINS THE CHILDREN IN PLAY, THE
1POINT;OF VIEW IS STILL "2" BECAUSE THE OBSERVER
MAKE* A SIXTH PERSON PLAYING,. INCLUDE PAPERS WITH

MINI L_ EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN DIFFICULT TO TELL WHICH
POINT OF VIEW IS 13E1W TAKEN.

3 1. POINT OF VIEW CANNOT BE DETERMINED, OR DOES NOT
CONTROL. OF VIEW.

SECONDARY TRAIT: TAnse
2.

CRITERIA /CATEGORIES:;

I = PRESENT TENSE- =PAST TENSE-PAY ALSO-BE _PRESENT LE
i., NOT PART OF4HE 'MAIN NO. OF THE STORY;

-....' _
='PAST TENSE--IF A P/O-TENSE DEScRIPTNN I ACCEPTABLY
BROUGHT UP TO PRESENT,.XODE ASPAST. SOM PKES:FHE

ii
PRESENTIVUSED TO CREATE A FRAMEFOR PAST WS:.

y ODE THIS AS P{ ;SINCE THE ACTUAL DESCRIP POR;IS IN

THt PAST. ,,-,

VIYPOTRETICAVOME-PAPERS. WRITTEN ENTIRELY IN THE
"IF I WERE ON TyE,DOAT" OR "IP'I WERE THERE, I WOULD."
THESE PAPERS OFTEN INCLUDE FUTURE REFERENCES SUCH AS_

. 4t44

"WHEN I GET ON TOE, BOAT I WILL." :IF PART IS HYPOTHETICAL'
AND

,

REST PAST 0A.PRE$ENT AND TENSE ISCONTROLLED, CODE
PRESENT OR PAST.; IF THE INTRODUCTION, UP TO TWO .

SENTENCES, IS` NLY PART IN PAST OR PRESENT, THEN CODE
HYPOTHETICAL.'
's '

4 =iCANNOT DETERMINE TIME, OR DOES NOT CONTROL TENSE. ,.
.

(ON4WRONG,TENSE PLACES THE PAPER IN THIS CATEGORY.)
EXCEPT DROWNED IN THE PRESENT;

(4) PRE 80-50
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